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Abstract 
      The secure and economic operation of the future power system is facing major 
challenges. These challenges are driven by the increase of the penetration of converter 
connected and distributed renewable generation and electrified demand. In this thesis, a 
new smart energy management paradigm, i.e. a Virtual Energy Storage System (VESS), 
to address these challenges was studied. A VESS aggregates energy storage and flexible 
demand units into a single entity which performs similarly to a large-capacity 
conventional energy storage system. A VESS mitigates the uncertainty of the response 
from flexible demand through coordination with a minimum capacity of costly energy 
storage systems. 
       Mathematical models of four components of a VESS were developed. Specifically, 
models of two types of energy storage, i.e. flywheel energy storage and battery energy 
storage, were developed. Thermodynamic models of two types of flexible demand units, 
i.e. domestic refrigerators and industrial bitumen tanks, were developed. These models 
were validated against the performance of similar equipment from the literature. 
Aggregated models, representing a population of units, for each of flywheels, batteries, 
refrigerators and bitumen tanks were developed. These aggregated models represent a 
randomly diversified population of units. These aggregated models were used to establish 
the frequency and the voltage control schemes of a VESS. 
       A frequency control scheme of the VESS was designed. The control scheme provides 
low, high and continuous frequency response services to the system operator. The 
centralised control scheme coordinates models of refrigerators and units of the flywheel 
energy storage system. Following frequency deviations, the local frequency controllers 
of refrigerators changed their power consumption. The local frequency controllers of the 
flywheel units cover the power mismatch between the change in refrigerators power 
consumption and the required response from the VESS. The required response from the 
VESS is determined by a droop control. Case studies were conducted to evaluate the 
frequency control scheme by connecting the VESS to a simplified GB power system. 
Results showed that the response from the frequency control scheme of the VESS was 
similar to that of only flywheel energy storage. Based on an economic evaluation, the 
VESS is estimated to obtain approximately 50% higher return compared with the case 
 
II 
 
that only uses flywheel energy storage system. These revenues are based on providing 
frequency response services to the system operator.  
       A voltage control scheme of the VESS was also designed. The control scheme 
facilitates the integration of distributed renewable energy generation by enhancing the 
voltage control of the distribution network. The control scheme coordinates models of 
bitumen tanks and battery energy storage system through different time delay settings of 
their voltage controllers. The local voltage controllers of bitumen tanks alter their power 
consumption following significant voltage deviations. If voltage violations continue, the 
distributed voltage controller of the battery energy storage system charges or discharges 
the battery using a droop setting obtained from voltage sensitivity factors. A case study 
was undertaken to assess the voltage control scheme by connecting the VESS, solar 
panels and wind farms to a UK Generic Distribution System (UKGDS) network. Results 
showed that the voltage control scheme made a significant improvement in the voltage 
and reduced tap changing actions of the on-load tap changing transformer and the voltage 
regulator by approximately 30 % compared with the base case where no VESS was used. 
Based on an economic evaluation, The VESS is an efficient solution to accommodate 
distributed renewable energy generation compared with network reinforcement. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Anticipated changes and challenges in the GB power system     
         The transition from fossil fuels based energy to renewable energy is driven by two 
reasons, the potential shortage of fossil fuels at reasonable prices and the emissions that 
come from burning them [1]. The United Kingdom (UK) of Great Britain (GB) and 
Northern Island (NI) is legally bound to provide the means for 15% of its energy needs 
to be met by renewable energy resources by 2020 [2], which includes the following 
targets: 
• 30% of the UK electricity consumption is provided by renewable energy resources 
• 10% of the UK energy used in transport is supplied by renewable energy resources 
• 12% of the UK heat demand is supplied by renewable energy resources 
       Therefore, the Great Britain (GB) power system is facing challenges to fulfil the 
government’s commitments to increase the proportion of energy consumption from 
renewable energy resources and accommodate electrified transport and heat demand. 
National Grid, the system operator in the GB power system, proposed four energy 
scenarios to outline the possible sources of and demand for electricity in the future. These 
future energy scenarios are [3]: 
1. Consumer Power: which is a market-driven world, with limited government 
intervention. High levels of prosperity allow for high investment and innovation. 
New technologies are prevalent and focus on the desires of consumers over and 
above reducing greenhouse gas emissions. a wealthy and a market-driven world.  
2. Gone Green: which is a world where policy interventions and innovation are both 
ambitious and effective in reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The focus on long-
term environmental goals, high levels of prosperity and advanced European 
harmonisation ensure that the 2050 carbon reduction target is achieved. is a 
wealthy world where environmental sustainability is a top priority. 
1 
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3. No Progression: which is a world where business as usual activities prevail. 
Society is focused on the short term, concentrating on affordability above green 
ambition. Traditional sources of gas and electricity continue to dominate, with 
little innovation altering how energy is used. 
4. Slow Progression: which is a world where economic conditions limit society’s 
ability to transition as quickly as desired to a renewable, low carbon world. 
Choices for residential consumers and businesses are restricted, yet a range of new 
technologies and policies develop. This results in some progress towards 
decarbonisation but at a slower pace than society would like. 
       In all but one of the GB future scenarios, i.e. No Progression, the installed capacity 
of renewable energy generation is expected to increase as shown in Fig. 1.1 [3]. Between 
March and June of this year (i.e. 2017), for dispersed days and a brief period, more than 
50 % of the UK electricity was supplied by renewable energy resources, which include 
the wind, the solar, the hydro and the biomass energies [4, 5].   
 
Fig. 1.1 Estimated percentages of the installed renewable energy generation in GB [3]. 
       Increasing the penetration of renewable energy resources in the generation will give 
rise to two significant challenges. The intermittency associated with some renewable 
energy resources, e.g. the wind and the solar energies, poses a serious challenge for the 
operation and planning of the power system [6]. The second challenge is to maintain a 
sufficient inertia to confront any disturbance in the frequency. The system inertia is 
reduced when renewable energy generators displace synchronous generators in the 
generation [7].  
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       The renewable energy generators include large-capacity units that are commonly 
connected to transmission networks and small-capacity units that are typically connected 
to distribution networks, i.e. part of Distributed Generation (DG). Distributed renewable 
energy generation bring some economic and technical benefits for the power system such 
as reducing the network losses, short construction times and lower capital costs of the 
smaller plant. However, a high penetration of distributed renewable energy generation 
leads to voltage changes, protection and power quality problems in the distribution 
networks [8]. Figure 1.2 shows the projected installed capacities percentage of the 
distributed renewable energy generation in the GB per four different future energy 
scenarios [3]. 
 
Fig. 1.2 Anticipated installed capacities of distributed renewable energy generation as a percentage of 
total generation in the GB power system for the four future energy scenarios [3]. 
       The transport sector contributes just under a quarter of GB's greenhouse gas 
emissions [3]. As the number of Electric Vehicles (EVs) replacing combustion engine 
vehicles increases, the carbon emissions from the transport sector will decrease. When 
the number of electric vehicles increases in the GB, their estimated peak demand 
increases. Figure 1.3 shows the estimated peak demand of electric vehicles in GB for the 
different GB future energy scenarios [3]. Similarly, the replacement of fossil fuel heating 
systems with electric heating systems can reduce greenhouse gas emissions [9]. 
       Accommodating the distributed renewable energy generation and the electrification 
of transport, e.g. electric vehicles, and heat demand, e.g. electric heat pumps, could lead 
to a high investment in the network reinforcement [10]. The Office for Gas and Electricity 
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Markets (Ofgem) estimated that the UK would need to invest as much as £53.4 billion in 
the electricity network between 2009 and 2025 [11]. The electrification of transport and 
heat demand could also lead to both thermal and voltage constraints violations in 
distribution networks [12].  
 
Fig. 1.3 Anticipated peak demand of electric vehicles in the GB [3]. 
1.2. Potential roles of energy storage systems and flexible demand in the GB power 
system 
       Energy Storage Systems (ESSs) can play a vital role in facilitating the transition to a 
power system with a high penetration of renewable energy generation through the 
improvement in the utilisation of renewable energy generation, the provision of flexible 
balancing services, and providing fast frequency response [13]. The installed capacity of 
energy storage systems is estimated to grow in the GB future energy scenarios as shown 
in Fig. 1.4 [3], where the pumped hydro energy storage systems were excluded from the 
estimation. 
       The management of flexible demand can provide various services to the power 
system by modifying the load consumption patterns. Such services include load shifting, 
peak load clipping and dynamic energy management [14]. It is estimated in [15] that the 
management of flexible demand has the potential to reduce the market size of energy 
storage systems by 50% in 2030.  
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Fig. 1.4 Estimated new installed storage capacity (excluding pumped storage) in GB [3]. 
       It is estimated in the Gone Green GB future energy scenario [3] that, flexible 
industrial and commercial demand can reduce their demand by approximately 5.7 GW 
and the flexible residential demand can reduce their demand by approximately 1.4 GW 
during peak time in 2030. This is equivalent to a peak reduction of approximately 10% 
from flexible commercial and industrial demand and approximately 2% from the flexible 
residential demand. Figure 1.5 shows the electricity demand of the GB power system by 
sector in 2015 [16]. As shown in Fig. 1.5, the domestic, industrial and commercial 
demand represent most of the electricity consumed in GB in 2015. 
 
Fig. 1.5 The electricity demand of GB power system by sector in 2015 [16]. 
       Most of the domestic consumption in 2012 was in lighting and appliances as shown 
in Fig. 1.6.a [17], which includes cold appliances (e.g. refrigerators) and wet appliances 
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(e.g. washing machine). Where the allocation of demand between different lighting and 
applications categories is shown in Fig. 1.6.b [17]. 
(A)                                                                                     (B)
 
Fig. 1.6 (A) GB annual electricity demand in 2012 and (B) the domestic demand – lighting and appliances 
in 2012 [17]. 
1.3. Research motivation 
      The transition to a GB power system that is able to achieve the targets listed in section 
1.1 is by no means straightforward. The challenges raised due to this transition, e.g. the 
reduction in the whole power system inertia and the voltage problems in distribution 
networks, were the focus of many studies. Several studies proposed the use of energy 
storage systems or flexible demand to address these challenges. However, the cost and 
regulations are the key challenges for a significant deployment of energy storage systems 
[3]. Moreover, the challenges facing the response from flexible demand, include the 
uncertainty of the response and the consequent reduction in the diversity amongst the 
demand response units [18].  
While other researchers presented either energy storage systems or flexible demand as a 
potential solution, comparatively little research was conducted to coordinate both of them 
for a better performance and reduced costs to tackle those challenges. Control schemes 
that coordinate energy storage and demand response units to address the challenges above 
are the subject investigated in this research and reported in this thesis. 
1.4. Research objectives  
        The objective of this research is to investigate the development of a mathematical 
model of a new smart management scheme of energy storage systems and demand 
response units and to demonstrate two of its potential applications, i.e. provide frequency 
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and voltage support. This new smart management scheme is called Virtual Energy 
Storage System (VESS). A VESS is able to provide services to the power system in a 
similar way to a conventional energy storage system with lower costs.  
       The aims of the research conducted and presented in this thesis were: 
• To develop the concept of a virtual energy storage system. 
       A virtual energy storage system mitigates the uncertainty of the response from 
flexible demand through the coordination with a minimum capacity of the costly 
energy storage systems. 
• To develop the mathematical models of the components of the virtual energy 
storage system. 
       The mathematical models of energy storage systems and demand response units 
are the components which form the virtual energy storage system. The choice of these 
models should reflect the diversity of the existing energy storage systems and the 
available types of flexible demand. 
• To investigate the use of a virtual energy storage system for frequency 
control. 
       A frequency control scheme of a virtual energy storage system is developed, 
providing frequency response services to the GB power system operator. The 
frequency control scheme delivers a certain amount of low, high and continuous 
frequency response at a lower cost compared with an equal capacity of only energy 
storage systems. 
• To investigate the use of a virtual energy storage system for voltage control. 
       A voltage control scheme of a virtual energy storage system to support voltage 
control in distribution networks is developed. The voltage control scheme facilitates 
the connection of more distributed generation through the coordination with the 
existing voltage control equipment. 
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1.5.Contributions of this thesis 
       This research contributions can be highlighted as   
• The development of the concept of the Virtual Energy Storage System (VESS) to 
minimise demand response uncertainty and reduce the capacity of the costly energy 
storage system.  
• The development of two energy storage systems mathematical models, i.e. flywheel and 
battery, and two demand response units’ mathematical models, i.e. refrigerators and 
bitumen tanks, as components of the VESS. 
• The development of the frequency control scheme of the VESS to provide low, high and 
continuous frequency response services to the power system operator with higher 
revenues compared with using only the flywheel energy storage system. 
• The development of the voltage control scheme of the VESS to support distribution 
networks to accommodate more DG without violating the voltage constraint and 
upgrading network infrastructure.  
       This research has resulted in the following publications:   
• Cheng, M., Sami, S.S. and Wu, J., “Virtual Energy Storage System for Smart Grids,” 
Energy Procedia, vol. 88, pp.436-442, 2016.  
• Sami, S.S., Cheng, M. and Wu, J., “Modelling and control of multi-type grid-scale 
energy storage for power system frequency response,” In IEEE Power Electronics and 
Motion Control Conference, pp. 269-273. 2016. 
• Cheng, M., Sami, S.S. and Wu, J., "Benefits of using virtual energy storage system for 
power system frequency response," Applied Energy, vol. 194, pp. 376-385, 2017. 
• Sami, S.S., Cheng, M., Wu, J. and Jenkins, N., “Virtual energy storage system for 
voltage control of distribution networks,” CSEE Journal of Power and Energy Systems, 
accepted for publication, 2017. 
 
1.6. Thesis structure 
Figure 1.7 shows the outline of this thesis. This thesis has six chapters. 
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Fig. 1.7 The thesis outline. 
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Chapter 2 presents the literature review which covers the following areas: 
• The frequency control in the GB power system and the voltage control in 
distribution networks in GB. 
• The challenges facing the frequency control and the voltage control.  
• Existing smart management schemes of distributed energy resources, e.g. energy 
storage and demand response units, namely Microgrid, CELL and VPP.  
• Types of energy storage systems used in the power system and previous studies 
that propose using it for the frequency control and the voltage control.  
• The definition of demand-side integration and previous studies that propose using 
it for the frequency control and the voltage control. 
• The definition of the Virtual Energy Storage System (VESS), its potential 
applications in the power system and the difference between the VESS and other 
smart management schemes of distributed energy resources presented earlier. 
Chapter 3 presents the mathematical modelling and validating the models of the 
components of the virtual energy storage system which include: 
• Developing the simplified model of a flywheel energy storage system. 
• Developing the simplified model of a battery energy storage system. 
• Developing a thermodynamic model of a domestic refrigerator.  
• Developing a thermodynamic model of an industrial bitumen tank. 
• Validating the developed models. 
• Developing the aggregated model of a population of flywheels, the aggregated 
model of a population of batteries, the aggregated model of a population of 
refrigerators, the aggregated model of a population of bitumen tanks. 
Chapter 4 presents the design and the assessment of a frequency control scheme of a 
virtual energy storage system which include: 
• Developing the outline of the frequency control scheme. 
• Developing the distributed frequency control of the refrigerator. 
• Developing the distributed frequency control of the flywheel energy storage 
system. 
• Demonstrating the effectiveness of the control scheme through a test system 
which includes a population of refrigerators and a population of flywheels 
connected to a simplified GB power system. 
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• Assessing the control scheme through three case studies which are a low-
frequency response, a high-frequency response and a contentious frequency 
response. 
• Presenting a simple economic evaluation of the frequency control scheme. 
Chapter 5 presents the design and the evaluation of a voltage control scheme of a virtual 
energy storage system which include: 
• Developing the outline of the voltage control scheme. 
• Developing the distributed voltage control of the bitumen tank. 
• Developing the distributed voltage control of the battery energy storage system. 
• Demonstrating the effectiveness of the control scheme through a test system 
which includes the wind and the solar energy generation, a population of bitumen 
tanks and a battery energy storage system connected to a UK generic distribution 
network. 
• Evaluating the control scheme through a case study that covers different seasons 
of the year.  
• Presenting a simple economic evaluation of the voltage control scheme. 
Chapter 6 presents the research findings and conclusions which include:  
• Presenting the conclusions that are drawn from the research conducted in this 
thesis. 
• Presenting the contributions and achievements of this research in terms of 
publications. 
• Introducing the suggestions for further work on the virtual energy storage system. 
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2. Literature review 
2.1. Frequency control in the GB power system     
       Power system frequency is a continuously changing variable that indicates the real-
time balance between the system demand and the total generation [19]. National Grid, 
the system operator of the Great Britain (GB) power system, is responsible for 
maintaining the frequency within the operational limits of ±0.2 Hz (i.e. 49.8 Hz to 50.2 
Hz) and statutory limits of ±0.5 Hz (i.e. 49.5 Hz and 50.5 Hz) [20]. Under normal 
operation conditions, the frequency control is provided by large-capacity synchronous 
generators [21, 22]. Under significant frequency drop, i.e. below 49.2 Hz, the frequency 
control is provided by both generators and demand disconnection by low-frequency 
relays. Table 2.1 describes the frequency containment policy in the GB power system 
specified by the regulations [23]. 
TABLE 2.1 THE FREQUENCY CONTAINMENT POLICY OF THE GB POWER 
SYSTEM [23] 
Frequency 
Deviation 
Description 
±0.2 Hz System frequency under normal conditions and the maximum frequency 
change for the loss of generation or the connection of demand up to ±300 MW 
±0.5 HZ Maximum frequency change for the loss of generation greater than ±300 MW 
and less than or equal to ± 1320 MW 
-0.8 Hz Maximum frequency change for the loss of generation greater than 1320 MW 
and less than or equal to 1800 MW. The frequency must be restored to at least 
49.5 Hz within 1 minute 
       National Grid procures a variety of balancing services, i.e. reserve services and 
system security services, frequency response services, to maintain the frequency within 
limits and restore the frequency after sudden changes in the generation or the demand. 
Both the generation and the demand are involved in these services [19]. 
       The frequency response services include [19] Mandatory Frequency Response 
(MFR), Firm Frequency Response (FFR), Enhanced Frequency Response (EFR) and 
Frequency Control by Demand Management (FCDM).  
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• Mandatory Frequency Response is an automatic change in the active power output 
in response to a frequency change. All large-capacity generators1[24] connected to 
the transmission system are obligated [21] to provide this service. These generators 
operate with a speed droop between 3% to 5% and a frequency dead-band of 0.03 
Hz or smaller. Mandatory Frequency Response is achieved by using one or more of 
Primary response, Secondary response and High frequency responses. 
Primary response is an automatic increase in the active power output in response to 
a frequency fall. This increase is released within 10 seconds from the frequency fall 
and it is sustainable for a further 20 seconds. 
Secondary response is an automatic increase in the active power output in response 
to a frequency fall. The power output must be fully available within 30 seconds from 
the frequency fall and it is sustainable for a further 30 minutes.  
High frequency response is an automatic reduction in the active power output in 
response to a frequency rise. This reduction is released within 10 seconds from the 
frequency rise and it is sustainable indefinitely. 
• Firm Frequency Response is the provision of a dynamic or a non-dynamic 
response to changes in the frequency. National Grid acquire this service from 
generators (i.e. excluded from the mandatory frequency response) or the demand 
through a competitive tender process. Tenders can be for low-frequency events, 
high-frequency events or both [25]. 
• Frequency Control by Demand Management is the provision of a response 
through the interruption of the demand, where a low-frequency value automatically 
triggers a relay which interrupts the demand. This service is required to manage 
large deviations in the frequency where the demand may be interrupted for 30 
minutes [26]. 
• Enhanced Frequency Response is the provision of 100% of the active power 
output at 1 second (or less) of measuring a frequency deviation and it is sustainable 
for 15 minutes [27]. This new service is triggered when the frequency exceeds the 
dead-band (i.e. ±0.015 Hz) to improve the frequency management of the system. 
Figure 2.1 shows the envelope of the expected response (i.e. the Gray area) from the 
enhance frequency response providers [28]. Any delivery outside the envelope (i.e. 
over-delivery or under-delivery in Fig. 2.1) will be penalised by a reduction in this 
                                                 
1 All generators with capacity equal or larger than 100 MW in England and Wales and equal or larger than 
10 MW in Scotland. 
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service payment. The under-delivery may not arrest the fall in the frequency to 
prevent a low-frequency event and the over-delivery could result in a high-frequency 
event [28]. National Grid recently contracted a total of 201 MW of energy storage 
system from different providers, most of which are estimated to start providing the 
service by the end of 2017 [19]. 
 
Fig. 2.1 The delivery envelope of the enhanced frequency response service [28]. 
       Figure 2.2 illustrates the mandatory and the enhanced frequency response services 
with respect to time in the GB power system [7].  
 
Fig. 2.2 The timescale of mandatory and enhanced frequency response services in the GB power system 
[7]. 
       National Grid, at the present, is instructing conventional generators to run even if 
they are out of economic merit since they are part-loaded. This creates a minimum inertia 
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level to secure an adequate capacity for frequency response [7]. However, this capacity 
is expected to increase by 30-40% in the next 5 years in the GB power system [29]. These 
generators are therefore expensive to operate and produce large amounts of greenhouse 
gas emissions. 
       The capacity required from firm frequency response service is higher over the 
summer than the other seasons. This is because the demand is relatively lower in the 
summer and hence fewer synchronous generators are committed to supply the demand. 
The minimum daily capacity required varies between approximately 400 MW to 700 MW 
for the primary response and approximately 1200 MW to 1450 MW for the secondary 
response and approximately 0 MW to 150 MW for the high-frequency response [25]. 
Therefore, payments for frequency response services are varying as well. Table 2.2 shows 
these payments for July 2016 and January 2017 [30]. 
TABLE 2.2 PAYMENTS FOR DIFFERENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SERVICES BY NATIONAL GRID IN JULY 2016 AND JANUARY 
2017  [30] 
Services July 2016 January 2017 
Mandatory response (Primary, Secondary 
and High response) 
£2.4milion £2.33milion 
Firm Frequency Response and Frequency 
Control by Demand Management 
£8.86milion £7.71milion 
 
2.2. Voltage control in distribution networks 
       The voltage in distribution networks varies with the variation of demand. Therefore 
the Distribution Network Operator (DNO) is obligated to keep the voltage variations 
within limits. Because electrical devices are designed to operate optimally at the nominal 
voltage and thus any deviation from this value can result in decreased efficiency, damage 
or severely reduced life of these devices [31]. 
       For low voltage networks (voltages up to 1 kV), voltage variations should not exceed 
10% above or 6% below the nominal value [32]. For high voltage networks (voltages 
from above 1 kV to 132 kV), voltage variations should not exceed ±6% of the nominal 
value [32]. For higher voltage networks (voltages from 132 kV and higher), voltage 
variations should not exceed ±10% of the nominal value [32].  
       The available methods and devices for voltage control in distribution networks 
include [33-35]:  
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• On Load Tap Changers (OLTC) transformers: The voltage on the secondary 
side of the transformer is kept within a certain dead-band by using an automatic 
tap changer that alters the transformer ratio.  
• Voltage Regulators (VR): These devices are fundamentally autotransformers 
with many taps, and the desired voltage is obtained by automatically changing 
these taps. 
• Capacitors: Shunt or switched capacitors supply a reactive power to the network, 
hence improving the voltage.  
2.3. Challenges for frequency and voltage control 
         The key factors that pose challenges to the power system frequency and the voltage 
control in distribution networks are discussed hereafter in brief: 
•  The reduction in the system inertia 
       The growing capacity of renewable energy generators, presented in section 1.1, that 
displace synchronous generators in the generation leads to reduced system inertia. The 
system inertia determines the response of the power system to frequency disturbances due 
to a sudden loss of generation or load [36]. The system inertia defines how much energy 
is available in the rotating masses of all machines that are directly coupled to the system 
[7]. Approximately, 70% of the system inertia in the GB power system is provided by 
large-capacity synchronous generators. While smaller synchronous generators and 
synchronous demand provide the rest. The absence of direct coupling between the 
machine and the power system in some renewable energy resources, e.g. the wind and the 
solar energies, prevent them from contributing to the system inertia [7]. Figure 2.3 shows 
the frequency drop and the frequency response capacity needed of a simulated GB power 
system by National Grid with 20 GW of demand during a generation loss of 500 MW and 
different values of the system inertia [7]. As shown in Fig. 2.3, when the system inertia 
decrease, frequency response services procured are increased [7] to maintain an 
acceptable security level.  
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Fig. 2.3 The frequency containment and the required response capacity of a simulated GB power system 
[7].     
• The high penetration of distributed renewable generation  
       The expected high penetration of renewable energy generation in distribution 
networks (i.e. shown in Fig. 1.2) also leads to high voltage problems, increased transient 
voltage variations and harmonic distortions [37]. Moreover, a large penetration affects 
the protection of distribution networks and the supplied energy quality [35, 38]. 
• Electrification of the transport and heat demand 
       The large deployment of Electric Vehicles (EV) may lead to low voltage problems 
and a low phase diversity, which will result in voltage and current imbalances in 
distribution networks [39]. Also, a massive deployment of EV may increase transformers 
degradation [40] in distribution networks. Consequently, more advanced strategies are 
needed to control the voltage in distribution networks [41].  
       The proliferation of low carbon heating systems may negatively impact the voltage 
and thermal limits of distribution networks [3]. Specifically, low voltage and high thermal 
limits problems may occur due to the high penetration levels of heat pumps in distribution 
networks [42, 43].  
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2.4. Smart management of distributed energy resources  
       In the research reported in this thesis, a new smart management scheme of distributed 
energy resources, i.e. virtual energy storage system, was investigated. As a background 
to the research that was carried out, the main existing smart management schemes of 
distributed energy resources are presented hereafter. 
       Distributed energy resources include Distributed Generation (DG), energy storage 
systems and demand response units. Several approaches were proposed to effectively 
manage a coordinated operation of distributed energy resources under constrained 
operation conditions. These approaches are aimed to integrate distributed energy 
resources into distribution networks rather than just connect them through the traditional 
passive manner existed in GB (i.e. fit and forget approach), in order to achieve a secure 
and more economic operation.  
       One approach to actively manage distributed energy resources is to break a 
distribution network into smaller entities such as Microgrids or wider unit control areas 
called CELLs [44], both of which are aimed to coordinate distributed energy resources to 
supply the local demand. Another approach is to establish a Virtual Power Plant (VPP) 
which aims to aggregate different distributed energy resources into a portfolio to 
participate in the wholesale market [44]. 
• Microgrid 
       A Microgrid is a small distribution network with distributed energy resources and it 
can operate in a non-autonomous way when connected to the grid, or in an autonomous 
way when disconnected from the main grid [45]. 
       The control of a Microgrid involves controlling the voltage and the frequency. The 
coordinated operation of distributed energy resources can provide distinct benefits to the 
overall system performance, such as [44, 45] reducing feeder losses, supporting local 
voltages, accommodating the fluctuation of intermittent distributed renewable energy 
generation and improving the power quality.  
• CELL 
       The concept of “CELL” was proposed to tackle the challenges of high penetration of 
DG, e.g. higher than 50% of total generation capacity in the Danish system, and its 
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intermittency impact on the power system [44, 46]. A CELL is defined as a wide area in 
a distribution network, in which a collection of distributed energy resources can be 
controlled [44].  
       The control of a CELL would involve the voltage and the frequency control both in 
normal and islanded modes. The CELL is defined to achieve the following objectives [44, 
46]: 
1. In normal operation, a CELL manages the distributed energy resources in it 
effectively. 
2. In a case of regional emergency, e.g. a high risk of a blackout, as a high ambition 
objective, a CELL disconnects itself from the main grid and transfers to an islanded 
operation. In the moderate ambition objective, a CELL is expected to black-start 
itself after the system blackout to an islanded operation. 
• Virtual Power Plants 
       A virtual power plant aggregates DG into a single entity that can be controlled by the 
system operator and then their energy output is traded [14]. Through aggregating the 
distributed energy resources into a portfolio, they become visible to the system operator 
and can be actively controlled [47]. 
The aggregated output of a virtual power plant is arranged to have similar commercial 
and technical roles as a central generation unit [14]. The activity of market participation, 
e.g. energy supplier, drives the commercial virtual power plant role, while the technical 
virtual power plant role is driven by the activity of the system management and support 
[47].  
2.5. Energy storage systems  
       As an important components of a virtual energy storage system studied in this thesis, 
the existing studies on the application of Energy Storage Systems (ESSs) in the frequency 
control and the voltage control in distribution networks are reviewed below. 
2.5.1. Types of energy storage systems  
       Fig. 2.4 shows the different types of ESSs utilised in the power system [48, 49]. In 
terms of the stored energy form, ESSs are classified into electrochemical, mechanical, 
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electrical and thermal energy storage systems. In terms of the power and the energy 
densities or ratings, ESSs are classified into high power density ESSs and high energy 
density ESSs. The high-power density ESSs include flywheels ESS, superconducting 
magnetic ESS and super-capacitor ESS, which are often used for power management 
applications. In contrast, the high-energy density ESSs include compressed air ESS, 
hydrogen-based ESS, thermal ESS and pumped hydro ESS, which are typically used for 
energy management applications. Many types of battery ESS acquire high power and 
energy densities, which make it suitable for both power and energy management 
applications [50]. 
-Batteries-Pumped hydro
-Compressed air
-Flywheels
-Super Capacitor
-Superconducting 
  magnetic
-Sensible thermal
-Latent heat 
-Thermochemical
Types of Energy Storage System
ElectrochemicalMechanical ElectricalThermal Chemical
-Hydrogen
 
Fig. 2.4 Types of energy storage systems used in the power system [48, 49]. 
       The number of types of ESSs is increasing, driven by the growing need to a medium 
to store the surplus energy and utilise it later for electrical power systems, electrified 
transport systems, and smart appliances. Two summary tables were made by the 
researcher, i.e. Table 2.3 and Table 2.4. Table 2.3 shows a brief description of different 
types of ESSs which reached the commercial or early commercial stage. Table 2.4 
presents a simple comparison between different ESSs. Figure 2.5 shows briefly the capital 
cost of different ESSs [51]. 
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Fig. 2.5 A brief comparison of the power in kW and the energy in kWh costs in US dollars for various 
types of energy storage systems (Zinc Air, Lead Acid, ZEBRA, Zinc Bromine, Sodium Sulphur and 
Lithium Ion are types of batteries) [51]. 
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TABLE 2.3 MAIN TYPES OF ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS USED IN POWER SYSTEMS 
Type  Structure  Advantage/disadvantage  
Pumped Hydro 
Energy Storage 
(PHES) 
The system is typically comprised of an upper reservoir, waterways, a pump/turbine, 
a synchronous motor/generator and a lower reservoir. The energy is stored in the 
system by pumping water from lower reservoir to the upper reservoir. The energy is 
released when the stored water is discharged through the turbine. The energy stored 
depends on the height difference between the reservoirs [50, 52]  
The system has advantages of zero emissions, a long life, a large 
storage scale, a fast reaction and a low maintenance, while the 
geographical constraint and the capital costs are the main 
disadvantages [15] 
Compressed Air 
Energy Storage 
System (CAES) 
The system uses a piston to compress air (i.e. the medium of storage) typically in the 
underground salt caverns to store energy. The energy is recovered by a combustion 
gas turbine where the stored air is decompressed and heated. 
The second generation of CAES is either above-ground or under the sea. It would 
typically be smaller than underground CAES but more expensive to build [53, 54] 
The system has the advantage of large storage scale. The main 
disadvantages are the necessity of a fuel source and the 
geographical constraint for the underground CAES [53, 54] 
Flywheel Energy 
Storage System 
(FESS) 
The system stores energy mechanically be rotating a flywheel coupled with an 
electrical machine. By accelerating the velocity of the machine the electrical energy 
is converted to mechanical energy. The electrical energy is retrieved by decelerating 
the velocity [52]  
The system has a long life, i.e. regarding the number of 
charging and discharging cycles, and a fast response. The high 
self-discharge is the main disadvantage of FESS [55] 
Thermal Energy 
Storage System 
(TESS) 
The system stores energy in the forms of heat, cold or their combination.  The TESS 
is classified based on physical principles to: 1-sensible thermal energy storage, 
based on the temperature difference. 2-latent heat storage, based on the phase 
change materials. 3-thermochemical energy storage [49, 56] 
The system has low costs and no geographical constraints. Yet it 
has moderate efficiencies [49, 56]  
Hydrogen-based 
Energy Storage 
System (HESS) 
       The system is composed of an electrolyser and fuel Cells. The operation 
principles of the electrolyser are similar to fuel cells. However, instead of generating 
electricity, they decompose water into hydrogen and oxygen[57, 58] 
       The HESS produces zero harmful emissions and has a 
separate process for generation, storage and deployment, which 
can contribute to its future applications such as dividing the 
system into two distanced parts that are connected through 
pipelines caring the hydrogen. The main disadvantage is the low 
overall efficiency [57, 58] 
Lithium-Ion Battery 
Energy Storage 
System (BESS) 
       The most conventional structure of Lithium-Ion battery contains a graphite 
anode, a cathode made of a Lithium metal oxide and an electrolyte consisting of a 
solution of a Lithium salt in a mixed organic solvent embedded in a separator felt 
[59] 
 
 
The Li-Ion batteries have high power, high permissible depth of 
discharge, yet a high cost. However, the cost declined rapidly in 
the last years [29] 
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Lead-Acid Battery 
Energy Storage 
System (BESS) 
       Lead-Acid batteries are made of stacked cells, immersed in a dilute solution of 
sulphuric acid (H2SO4) as an electrolyte. The positive electrode of each cell is 
composed of lead dioxide (PbO2), while the negative electrode is sponge lead (Pb) 
[60] 
       Lead-Acid batteries are the cheapest BESS. The main 
disadvantages include having a low permissible depth of 
discharge, considerable sensitivity to the temperature of 
surrounding medium and a limited cycling capability [61, 62] 
Sodium–Sulphur 
Battery Energy 
Storage System 
(BESS) 
The Sodium–Sulphur batteries operate at a temperature of about 300°C to keep the 
electrode materials in a molten state, thereby reducing resistance to the sodium ions 
flow through the β-alumina solid (β-Al2O3) electrolyte [63] 
   The Sodium–Sulphur batteries have a high efficiency and a 
low maintenance requirement. However, thermal management 
and safety are the main disadvantages [64] 
Nickel Battery Energy 
Storage System 
(BESS) 
   Research on Alkaline rechargeable batteries represented by Nickel–Cadmium (Ni–
Cd) battery and Nickel–Metal Hydride (Ni–MH) battery had been carried out since 
1950. [70]. The main components of Ni–Cd batteries are nickel and cadmium, which 
are used as the active materials of the positive and negative electrodes respectively. 
Aqueous alkali solution acts as the electrolyte [65] 
 Despite of the good technical characteristics of the Ni–Cd 
battery, it has not had a major commercial success, due to its 
considerable costs, their toxicity and the fact that they suffer 
from the memory effect [60] 
Flow Battery Energy 
Storage System 
(BESS) 
In these batteries, the electrolyte contains one or more dissolved electroactive 
materials flowing through a power cell/reactor in which the chemical energy is 
converted to electricity. The three major types of flow batteries are; Vanadium 
Redox Battery (VRB), Zinc Bromine Battery (ZBB) and Polysulphide Bromide 
Battery (PSB), since their operation is based on reduction and oxidation reactions of 
the electrolyte solutions. These types of batteries are also called redox flow batteries 
[50, 66] 
The main advantage is the ability to deliver long-term charging 
or discharging for more than 8 hours [61] and a negligible self-
discharge. The moderate efficiency, due to the energy needed to 
circulate the electrolyte, and losses, due to chemical reactions, 
are the main disadvantages [50, 60, 66] 
Super or ultra-
capacitors energy 
storage system 
       Super-capacitors are based on two conductor electrodes and an insulator 
(electrolyte and a porous membrane). The energy stored in the capacitors is directly 
proportional to their capacity and the square of the voltage between the terminals 
[52] 
The super or ultra-capacitor has a long service life, no 
limitations on the depth of its discharge and relatively high 
power capacity, but essentially a small energy capacity and a 
high cost [61] 
Superconducting 
Magnetic Energy 
Storage (SMES) 
The system stores energy in the magnetic field generated by the direct current 
flowing through a coiled wire. A conductor at cryogenic temperature (near absolute 
zero or 0 Kalvin) becomes a superconductor, thus nearly having no resistive losses 
as it produces the magnetic field [67, 68]. The energy stored is proportional to the 
coil self-inductance and the square of the current circulating in the coil [69]  
       The system has high energy storage efficiency and a rapid 
response (within a few milliseconds) but for short periods of 
time. Despite the high cost, the continuous energy required to 
cool the coil and environmental issues associated with strong 
magnetic field are the main disadvantages [50, 67] 
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TABLE 2.4 A COMPARISON BETWEEN ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS  
         Parameter 
 
Type of ESS 
Response 
time [70] 
Discharge 
time [70] 
Rated 
capacity 
(MW) [64] 
Depth of 
discharge
% [61] 
Cycle lifetime 
[61, 64] 
Efficiency 
% [61] 
Technology 
maturity [64] 
Typical applications 
[64] 
Installed projects 
example 
Pumped hydro min hours 100-5000 100 
More than 3000 
(30-60Y) 
70-80 
Mature  &  
Commercial 
Large grid 
3,003 MW-USA 
[71] 
Compressed air min hours 50-300 70-90 (20-40Y) 70-89 Commercial Large grid 
321 MW -
Germany [72] 
Flywheel ms sec to min 0.4-20 70-90 
More than 100000 
(15-20Y) 
95 
Early 
commercial 
Small grid/House/EV 
200*0.1 MW-
USA [73] 
Hydrogen 
sec to 
min 
hours 10-200 100 
Up to 3000 
(5-20Y) 
30-40 demo 
Grid/EV/ 
Commercial UPS 
10 KW –Norway 
[74] 
Super-capacitor ms sac to min 0-10 100 
Up to 10^6 
(8-20+Y) 
Up to 95 
Research/ 
early demo 
Small grid/house/EV  
Superconducting 
magnetic 
ms sec to min 0.1-10 70-90 
10^6 
(20-30Y) 
95 
Demo/ Early 
commercial 
Small grid/ 
Commercial UPS 
3 MW- USA [75] 
B
a
tt
er
ie
s 
Lead-Acid ms sec to hours 0-40 30-80 
600-10000 (5-
20Y) 
85 commercial 
Small grid/ 
Commercial UPS 
8.5 MW-Germany 
[50] 
Lithium-Ion ms ms to hours 1-100 70-95 
Up to 10^4 
(5-15Y) 
85-95 commercial 
Small grid/ 
Commercial UPS 
30 MW/120MWh 
[76] 
Redox flow sec sec to hours 0.03-3 100 
5000-20000 
(5-30+Y) 
80 
Research/ 
Early commercial 
Small grid/ 
Commercial UPS 
4 MW-Japan [77] 
Sodium-Sulfur sec sec to hours 0.05-34 92 
2500-4500 
(5-15Y) 
70 -95 
Demo/ Early 
commercial 
Small grid/ 
Commercial UPS 
2*17 MW-Japan 
[78] 
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       In this thesis, two types of ESSs, i.e. flywheels as a high-power density ESS and 
batteries as a high-energy density ESS, were selected as a part of the development of the 
virtual energy storage system. Therefore, further information on flywheels and batteries 
is provided henceforth.  
•   Flywheel Energy Storage System (FESS) 
       The main components of the FESS are the electrical machine and the AC/DC power 
electronic converters which are required to connect the machine that runs with variable 
speeds to the power system. 
       Figure 2.6 shows a commercial FESS [55]. The flywheel is placed in a vacuum to 
rotate in high tangential speeds, i.e. store higher energy. The aerodynamic drag increases 
considerably with the increase in the velocity, the density and the pressure of the gas 
surrounding the flywheel [55, 79]. To address the problem of the rotor heat extraction in 
a vacuum atmosphere, a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine (PMSG) is used [80]. 
The PMSM have a higher efficiency and a smaller size than other types of 
motor/generator with a similar rating [81]. 
 
Fig. 2.6 A commercial flywheel energy storage unit by Beacon power co. [55]. 
       The energy E (joule) stored in the FESS is [82]   
𝐸 = 𝐾𝐽𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥
2                                                    (2.1) 
where K is the flywheel shape factor (K=0.93 for a constant stress disc and K=0.5 for a 
thin rim), J (kg.m2) is flywheel moment of inertia which is determined by the mass and 
the shape of the flywheel and ωmax (rad) is the maximum velocity. 
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       For a flywheel of radius r (m) and a mass mF (kg) concentrated in the rim (K=0.5), 
the energy stored is [52]    
𝐸 = 0.5×𝑟2×𝑚𝐹×𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥
2                                          (2.2) 
The energy density stored Evol can be expressed per unit volume (Joule/m
3) as [52] 
𝐸𝑣𝑜𝑙 = 0.5×𝜌×𝑟
2×𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥
2                                                (2.3) 
where ρ (kg/m3) is the mass density. The tensile stress σ (N/m) in the rim is given by [52]   
𝜎 = 𝜌×𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥
2×𝑟2                                                      (2.4) 
       The maximum velocity depends on the density and the strength of the material of the 
flywheel [83]. Therefore, the maximum kinetic energy stored per unit volume (joule/m3) 
will be [52] 
𝐸𝑣𝑜𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.5×𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥                                             (2.5) 
       A mix of a carbon fibre and a fibreglass composite was used in the commercial FESS 
shown in Fig. 2.6 [55]. This commercial FESS of 20 MW/6 MWh provides frequency 
regulation services to the system operator in New York/USA. The system is comprised 
of 200 flywheels, each with a storage capacity of 100 kW/30 kWh [84]. 
       In GB, the largest power rated FESS is used to support the experiments of the 
European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM) within the Joint European Torus 
(JET) project. These experiments typically last 20 s and draw more than 1000 MW. The 
FESS is consisting of two large flywheels, each flywheel is capable of supplying up to 
400 MW for 30 seconds. The flywheels are charged up from the grid for several minutes, 
then quickly discharged into the required loads. Hence, distribution network congestion 
is avoided by reducing the demand on the grid during experiments [84].  
• Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) 
       A BESS stores energy in a set of multiple cells, connected in series or in parallel or 
both to obtain the desired voltage and capacity [52]. The installed capacity of BESSs 
worldwide is estimated to grow from 1.5 GW in 2015 to over 14 GW by 2020 [85]. Many 
of these BESSs are Lithium-Ion battery based, due to the rapid reduction in their cost. 
Lithium-Ion batteries cost decreased from more than $3,000/kWh in 1990 to less than 
$200/kWh in early 2016 [29]. Figure 2.7 shows a commercial BESS scheme [86]. The 
system control unit directs the operation of the system, while the battery management 
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system monitors the state of charge, the voltage, and the temperature of the individual 
battery modules [86].  
 
Fig. 2.7 A schematic diagram of a commercial battery energy storage system [86]. 
2.5.2. Energy storage systems for frequency response 
     The use of different high-power rating or density ESSs, e.g. superconducting magnetic 
[87], ultra-capacitor [88], battery [89] and flywheel [90], for frequency regulation was 
reported in the literature. This type of ESS was proposed due to the non-geographical 
constraints and the high controllability provided by the fast power for frequency droop 
control, i.e. 1% or 2% droop setting, through the power electronic interface with the 
power system [87-90].  
       In the GB power system, the pumped hydro ESS is being used for secondary 
frequency response [91] for decades. While the large-scale deployment of BESSs will be 
started through the 201 MW capacity recruited for enhanced frequency response service 
(presented in Section 2.1). To utilise the existing infrastructure and reduce the overall 
cost, a 49 MW Lithium-Ion based BESS for enhanced frequency response will be built at 
the site of a former coal and gas power plant in the GB [92].  
2.5.3. Energy storage systems for voltage control in distribution networks  
       The use of ESSs to support the voltage control of distribution networks, i.e. through 
the exchange of the active and the reactive powers with the reactive power priority, was 
proposed in the literature [93]. A centralised voltage control [94] of multiple BESSs and 
an OLTC transformer was proposed to solve over-voltage and voltage unbalance 
problems caused by DG. However, this method does not involve a coordination among 
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batteries. In [95], a coordinated control of multiple BESSs for voltage control of low-
voltage networks was presented. This coordinated centralised controller determines 
which batteries will be used to solve voltage problems based on the state of charge of all 
batteries and voltage sensitivity factors.  
       In the GB power system, several small-scale capacities, i.e. 1-2 MW capacity, 
demonstration projects used an ESS to provide voltage support in distribution networks 
[96]. In 2014 a 6 MW/10 MWh capacity of a BESS was installed in a GB distribution 
network to provide voltage support and defer the substation upgrade, i.e. adding a 38 
MVA transformer, to cap with the increased demand [96].  
2.6. Flexible demand   
2.6.1. Demand-side integration   
       Demand-Side Integration (DSI) is a set of measures to use loads and local generation 
to support network management and improve the quality of power supply [27]. According 
to [27], the term demand-side integration can be used to refer to all aspects of the 
relationships between the electric power system, energy supply and end-user load, which 
include Demand-Side Management (DSM), Demand Response (DR) and Demand-Side 
Response (DSR). The potential of demand-side integration depends on the availability 
and the timing of the information provided to consumers, the duration and the timing of 
their demand response, the performance of the ICT infrastructure, metering, automation 
of end-use equipment and pricing/contracts [44]. 
       Demand-side integration can be applied through two types of programs, incentive-
based programs and price-based programs [97, 98]. Incentive-based programs are 
provided through interruptible or curtailment contracts, in which consumers are paid to 
reduce or shift their energy consumption. By contrast in the price-based programs, 
consumers adjust their energy consumption to changes in the electricity market price [97]. 
       A final report of a demand-side integration project in the GB estimated that the 
demand-side integration programs are more commercially viable for distribution network 
operators at the medium-voltage (i.e. 33 kV and above) than lower voltage levels in term 
of deferring capital investment needed [99]. 
        It is important to stress that the application of demand-side integration techniques 
tends to disturb the natural diversity of loads and create some undesirable effects. For 
example, the amount of energy recovered after the provision of response may exceeds the 
amount of load curtailed [100].  
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2.6.2. The use of flexible demand for frequency control 
       Using flexible industrial and public buildings demand such as steelworks [101], water 
supply companies [102], wastewater treatment industry, hospitals and universities [103] to 
provide frequency response services is well established and growing in the GB power system. 
The estimated flexibility from commercial and educational buildings during peak hours is 2.5 
GW in the GB power system in 2012 as shown in Table 2.3 [104].  
TABLE 2.5 ESTIMATED DEMAND FLEXIBILITY 
DURING PEAK HOUR OF A WINTER DAY [104] 
Sector Capacity (GW) 
Retail 0.7 
Education 0.3 
Commercial 0.3 
Other non-domestic sectors 1.2 
total 2.5 
 
       Both centralised and decentralised control of demand response units to provide 
frequency support to the power system were studied in the literature. Among flexible 
loads, those with thermal storage showed suitable characteristics for the provision of 
frequency response [101, 105-107]. 
       Centralised control of the demand response units relies on the Information and 
Communications Technology (ICT) infrastructure to establish communications between 
the demand response units and the centralised controller, which can be managed by an 
aggregator [108]. A centralised frequency controller in [109] sends a turn OFF or ON 
signal to domestic air conditioning units and water heaters after a frequency rise or dip 
event. Although a centralised controller reduces the uncertainty of demand response, the 
establishment of extensive communication remains the main obstacle. 
       To tackle the problems associated with the ICT such as costs and the latency, 
decentralised frequency controllers were investigated. A decentralised controller in [106] 
regulates the temperature set-points of refrigerators to vary in line with the frequency 
deviations and therefore controls the power consumption of a refrigerator. A dynamic 
decentralised controller was developed in [105], which changes the aggregated power 
consumption of refrigerators in linear with the frequency changes. The controller aims 
not to undermine the primary cold supply function of refrigerators and the impact of the 
grid-scale DSI on the grid frequency control was investigated. Similar local frequency 
controllers were developed to provide frequency support from industrial bitumen tanks 
[101] and melting pots [110].  
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       Considering the availability of refrigerators to provide frequency response depicted 
by [18], it is estimated that 20 MW of response requires approximately 1.5 million 
refrigerators with the total cost of frequency controllers added in each of these 
refrigerators of roughly £3 m (i.e. each controller costs £2) in 2007 according to [106]. 
2.6.3. The use of flexible demand for voltage control in distribution networks 
       When a DSI technique reduces the demand in a distribution network, the active and 
reactive powers flowing through feeders decrease and the voltage rise. Consequently, 
several studies were undertaken investigating the flexible demand ability to support 
voltage control and reduce peak demand, hence deferring reinforcement in the 
distribution network. Both centralised and distributed control strategies were proposed to 
integrate DSI with the conventional voltage control of distribution network.  
       In [111], a centralised voltage control scheme was proposed. The control monitors 
the busbar voltage through Remote Terminal Units (RTU) and determines the required 
flexible load curtailment and the tap position of the OLTC transformer in a distribution 
network based on voltage sensitivity factors. In [112] a Genetic Algorithm based 
optimisation technique was developed to reduce voltage deviation and feeder losses using 
flexible demand under dynamic electricity pricing regime. The main drawback of 
centralised control systems is the costs of communications. 
       A decentralised voltage control of demand response units was proposed in [113]. The 
controller uses a normalised voltage deviation value, i.e. to compensate for the effect of 
loads’ own consumption on the measured voltage, to produce a signal indicating the 
desired power consumption. Then, this desired power is linearly mapped into an offset 
with respect to the temperature set-point of the flexible demand, i.e. a load with a thermal 
storage. However, such flexible demand control scheme may face a high stress which 
leads to the result that the flexible energy exhausted. 
2.7. Virtual energy storage system 
       In this thesis, the concept of a new smart management scheme of distributed energy 
resources called Virtual Energy Storage System (VESS) is presented. A VESS aggregates 
various controllable components of distributed energy resources, which include 
conventional energy storage systems and demand response units, to form a single high-
capacity energy storage system with reasonable capital costs. Other distributed energy 
resources such as DG and multi-vector energy resources can be included in the VESS as 
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well, which are out of the scope of this thesis. The aggregation of small-capacity energy 
storage and demand response units eliminates the uncertainty of the response of the 
flexible demand and reduces the capital cost of energy storage systems. A VESS, which 
can be enabled by an aggregator or a distribution network operator, allows the small-
capacity flexible demand and energy storage systems to access to the wholesale market 
and to provide system and distribution level services to the power system.  
       Different from the virtual power plant, a VESS aggregates distributed energy 
resources to act as a single large capacity energy storage system, which aims to store the 
surplus electricity or release the electricity according to the system needs. Unlike 
Microgrid and CELL, the VESS is not limited to a geographical area, although the 
participation in some services may require managing distributed energy resources within 
an electric-geographical area.  
       A VESS is able to form a synthetic energy storage system at both transmission and 
distribution levels with different capacities as a result of the aggregation. The potential 
capabilities of the VESS include: 
1. Provide ancillary services  
       A VESS is technically feasible to provide ancillary services, such as frequency 
response services, because it is able to provide faster response, higher ramp rates and 
higher flexibilities than the conventional generation units. 
2. Facilitate the integration of intermittent DG in the distribution networks 
       A VESS charges or discharges to smooth the variations of the power output of 
intermittent DG, e.g. the wind and the solar energy resources. Additionally, it 
increases the hosting capacity for DG in distribution networks, where the integration 
of DG is limited by the voltage and thermal constraints. 
3. Reduce generation margins  
       A VESS can reduce the required spinning reserve capacity and increase the 
generators loading capacity, since available VESS capacity can be reported to the 
system operator in advance and every control cycle (e.g. every minute). 
       The first two capabilities were investigated in this thesis, while the third capability is 
suggested as a future work.  
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      Several studies presented centralised or distributed coordinated control schemes of 
energy storage and demand response units for different applications. Centralised control 
schemes of Microgrids were developed to smooth the power fluctuations of renewable 
DG [114] or to maximise the production of DG and minimise power exchanges with the 
main distribution grid [115, 116]. In [117], a distributed control scheme was developed 
to maximise the profits of DG and minimise the disutility of flexible demand in a 
Microgrid. In [118], a centralised control scheme was developed to support the voltage 
control of distribution networks. However, in the above-mentioned studies, the 
uncertainty of flexible demand was not addressed and/or reducing the costly energy 
storage units was overlooked. 
       Several studies presented other definitions for the term “virtual energy storage 
system” to refer to a single flexible demand unit, e.g. a building [119] or an aggregation 
of flexible demand units (such as air-conditioning loads) [120]. These definitions are out 
of the scope of this thesis. 
       In the project “hybrid urban energy storage” [121], different distributed energy 
resources in buildings (e.g. heat pumps or combined heat and power systems) and 
centralised and distributed energy storage systems are coordinated to create a VESS. 
Unfortunately, little information was found on this project.  
       A UK based company aggregates energy stored in systems that end-users own (e.g. 
uninterruptible power supplies (UPS), solar PV systems (solar panels), electric vehicles 
(EV) and domestic heating systems) to create a “Virtual Energy Store” that provides 
services to the power system such as spinning reserve [122]. 
2.8. Summary 
       National Grid, the system operator in the GB power system, is obligated to maintain 
the frequency deviations within limits by procuring various services, e.g. frequency 
response services. 
       The distribution network operator is obligated to keep the voltage variations within 
limits, it typically utilises on-load tap changing transformers and voltage regulators for 
voltage control in distribution networks. 
       The high penetration of renewable energy generation and the electrification of heat 
and transport sectors are important factors affecting the frequency control of power 
system and the voltage control in distribution networks. The increase proportion of 
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renewable energy generation that replaces synchronous generators reduces system inertia 
and therefore requires a large-capacity of frequency response services. The growing 
penetration of renewable energy generation in distribution networks may cause several 
problems such as high voltage. The electrification of heat and transport, e.g. electric 
vehicles, in large capacities may lead to a low voltage and thermal limits problems in 
distribution networks. 
       Several approaches were proposed in the literature to manage distributed energy 
resources, which include Distributed Generation (DG), energy storage system and 
demand response units. Microgrid, CELL and virtual power plant were among these 
distributed energy resources smart management schemes. 
       In the GB power system, pumped hydro ESSs are used for frequency response and 
battery ESSs was recruited recently for frequency response as well. Several 
demonstration projects of ESSs to provide voltage support in distribution networks were 
established. The use of different types of flexible demand for frequency response is well 
established in the GB power system, while their use of for voltage control remains an 
active field of research.  
       The concept of a new smart management scheme called Virtual Energy Storage 
System (VESS) is presented. A VESS aggregates various controllable components of 
distributed energy resources, e.g. conventional energy storage systems and demand 
response units. Although several studies were proposed to coordinate different distributed 
energy resources, yet there are still some important issues that remain to be tackled, 
including eliminating the uncertainty of the flexible demand and reducing the capital cost 
of energy storage systems. Moreover, the aim of the coordination in these studies was not 
to form a synthetic large-capacity energy storage system, which is the main purpose of 
the VESS.  
       Unlike VPP, the VESS forms a synthetic large-capacity energy storage system to 
store or release the electricity according to the system needs. Different from Microgrid 
and CELL, the VESS allows the small-capacity energy storage systems and demand 
response units to access to the wholesale market to provide services. The VESS capability 
of providing frequency response services, and the VESS capability of facilitating the 
integration of DG through supporting the voltage control of distribution networks will be 
investigated in this thesis in Chapters 4 and 5.  
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3. Modelling the components of the virtual energy storage 
system 
 
       Models of two types of energy storage system (i.e. flywheel and battery) and two 
types of demand response units (i.e. refrigerator and bitumen tank) were developed. For 
validation, results of these models were compared to results reported in the literature. All 
models were developed in Matlab®/Simulink using a PC with a hardware specifications 
of CPU Intel i7-3.1 GHz and 16 GB of RAM. 
3.1. Models of a flywheel energy storage system 
       An average model and a simplified model of a flywheel energy storage system were 
developed. Figure 3.1 shows the average model of a flywheel energy storage system. The 
essential elements of the system are an electrical machine and a DC interface to the power 
system. The DC interface consists of a DC busbar connecting back to back converters. A 
more detailed model would include a representation of switches (e.g. IGBT) and their 
pulse-width modulation technique, which increases the computational burden. Instead, an 
average model provides a similar behaviour and a dynamic response by replicating the 
average response of switching devices using ideal controlled sources. The grid side 
converter controls the DC busbar voltage and the reactive power flow to the grid. While 
the machine side converter controls the exchanged active and reactive powers between 
the machine and the grid. 
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Fig. 3.1 The diagram of an average model of a flywheel energy storage system. 
       The electrical machine and power electronic converters, i.e. the important elements 
in the average model, were simplified in the simplified model. The average model was 
used to gain an understanding of how the flywheel energy storage system works and to 
develop the simplified model. The simplified model significantly reduces the simulation 
time and facilitates system-level studies which consider many units. To simulate the 
operation of a flywheel energy storage system for 3600 seconds, the average model 
requires 5425 seconds while the simplified model requires only one second. Also, the 
simulation time increases linearly with the increase in the number of units of the average 
model. In the simplified model, the simulation time increases slightly with the increase 
in the number of units.  
3.1.1. The average model of a flywheel energy storage system.  
       The modelling and the control of the average model (i.e. shown in Fig. 3.1) were 
presented in Appendix A. Appendix A is divided to two parts, the first part presents the 
modelling and control of the DC busbar and the grid side converter. The second part of 
the Appendix A presents the modelling and control of the machine side converter and the 
electrical machine. In this research, the flywheel is modelled as an additional mass added 
to the mass of the rotor of electrical machine.     
3.1.2. The simplified model of a flywheel energy storage system 
       Figure 3.2 shows the simplified model of the flywheel energy storage system. The 
simplified model includes the model of power electronic converters, and the model of the 
electromechanical parts (i.e. the machine and the coupled flywheel).  
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Fig. 3.2 A simplified model of a flywheel energy storage system. 
       Power electronic converters were modelled as a first order lag system. This model 
represents the delays in the control of converters on a given required power Preq (W). This 
required power is limited to the converter capacity by a power limiter. The power output 
from the simplified converter is Pref (W) and the power input to the electromechanical 
part is PFESS_in (W). The analytical equation of the simplified converter is given by  
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑞[
1
1+𝑠×𝜏𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦
]                                          (3.1) 
 
where τdelay (s) is the time constant of the power converter control loops.  
       The electromechanical part is modelled using the electromechanical equation (A.24), 
where PFESS_in (W) is the power input to the simplified electrical machine, Te is 
electromagnetic torque developed by the machine (N.m), J is the inertia of the machine’s 
rotor plus the flywheel (kg.m2) and ω is the mechanical velocity of the machine (rad/s). 
The equation (A.24) can be rewritten as: 
𝑇𝑒 = 𝐽×
𝑑𝜔
𝑑𝑡
                                              (3.2) 
       Figure 3.3. shows the velocity limiter of the simplified flywheel energy storage 
system model which is embedded in Fig. 3.2. The limiter ensures that the machine does 
not exceeds its velocity limits (i.e. the maximum velocity (ωmax) and the minimum 
velocity (ωmin)). The velocity limiter employs logic gates to generate a switching signal 
FESSstate which govern the power input to the electromechanical parts, when the velocity 
is within limits Pref. equal PFESS_in otherwise it is zero. 
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Fig. 3.3 The velocity limiter of the simplified flywheel energy storage system model. 
       The parameters of the simplified model are listed in Table 3.1. These parameters 
represent a machine model [123] which has a rated power of 50 kW and an energy density 
of 1 kWh (i.e. 50 kW for approximately one minute). The power output of the simplified 
model was limited to 1.6 kW to last for 35 minutes and scaled up to 50 kW by multiplying 
it by a factor of 31.25 to reproduce the commercial flywheel energy storage system in 
[55].   
TABLE 3.1 PARAMETERS OF THE SIMPLIFIED 
FLYWHEEL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM MODEL  
Parameter  Value 
Rated Power (kW) 1.6 (scaled up to 50) 
Energy stored (kWh) 1 (scaled up to 31.25) 
Rotating disc inertia (kg.m2) 0.862 
Converter time constant (sec) 0.001 
 
3.2.The simplified model of the battery energy storage system 
       Figure 3.4 shows the simplified model of the battery energy storage system. The 
model consists of a generic battery model [124] and a simplified power electronic 
converters model. Different types of batteries can be represented in this model, such as 
Lead-Acid, Lithium-Ion, Nickel-Cadmium and Nickel-metal hybrid.  
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Fig. 3.4 A model of a battery energy storage system. 
       The power electronic converters were modelled as a first-order lag system to 
represent the delays (τdelay in seconds) in the converters control loop. Assuming that 
voltage source converters were used, the active and the reactive power are controlled 
independently and only the active power passes to the batteries and therefore affects the 
stored energy.  
      The generic battery model is composed of a controllable voltage source, a controllable 
current source and a resistance connected in series [124]. The battery no load voltage 
(Eref) is a function of the battery current (i) as following: 
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝐸0 − 𝐾×
𝑄
𝑄−∫ 𝑖.𝑑𝑡
+ 𝐴×𝑒−(𝐵× ∫ 𝑖.𝑑𝑡)                         (3.3) 
where: 
Eo: The battery constant voltage (V). 
K: The polarisation voltage (V). 
Q: The battery capacity (Ah). 
A: The exponential zone amplitude of the battery (V). 
B: The inverse of the exponential zone time constant (Ah-1). 
       The following assumptions were made [124];  
1) A constant internal resistance value was used during the charging and 
discharging cycles. 
2) The parameters were extracted from manufacturer’s charts of the 
discharging cycle and assumed identical to the charging cycle. 
3) Temperature effects on the model were neglected. 
4) The battery has no memory effect. 
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      The model parameters to represent different types of batteries are listed in Table 3.2 
[124]. 
TABLE 3.2 THE GENERIC BATTERY MODEL PARAMETERS TO REPRESENT 
DIFFERENT TYPES OF BATTERIES [124] 
Type  
 
Parameter  
Lead-Acid 
(12V / 1.2Ah) 
 
Nickel-Cadmium 
(1.2V / 1.3Ah) 
 
Lithium-Ion 
(3.6V / 1Ah) 
 
Nickel-Metal-Hybrid 
(1.2V / 6.5Ah) 
 
E0(V) 12.6463 1.2505 3.73458 1.2848 
R(Ω) 0.25 0.023 0.09 0.0046 
K(v) 0.33 0.00852 0.008876 0.01875 
A(V) 0.66 0.144 0.468 0.144 
 
       Figure 3.5. shows the State of Charge (SoC) limiter of the battery energy storage 
system model. The SoC limiter guarantees that the generic battery model does not exceeds 
its state of charge high and low limits (i.e. SoChigh and SoClow), it uses logic gates to 
generate a switching signal BESSstate which govern the power input to the generic battery 
model, when the SoC is within limits Pref. equal PBESS_in otherwise it is zero. The battery 
current was used to obtain the state of charge [125]: 
𝑆𝑜𝐶 = 1 −
∫ 𝑖.𝑑𝑡
𝑄
                                                       (3.4) 
       The factor (η) was introduced to the state of charge computation (Fig. 3.5) to reflect 
a more realistic system efficiency. For example, if the battery has an efficiency of 90%, 
then η equals 0.95. 
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Fig. 3.5 The state of charge limiter of the battery energy storage system model. 
3.3. The model of a refrigerator  
       Figure 3.6 shows the diagram of a domestic refrigerator. A refrigerator is composed 
of a cavity and an evaporator. Food is stored in the cavity under cold conditions. The 
cavity has thermal contact with both the room and the evaporator. The heat transferred 
from the ambient room to the cavity increases the cavity temperature. The cavity 
temperature controls the compressor ON/OFF state [105]. When the compressor is ON, 
it compresses the refrigerant gas, raising its pressure, and pushes it into the condenser 
coils outside of the refrigerator. The refrigerant gas heat dissipated into the ambient room 
and the refrigerant gas becomes a liquid. By flowing through the evaporator, this high-
pressure liquid absorbs the heat from the cavity and evaporates to a gas. The refrigerant 
gas flows back to the compressor and the refrigeration cycle starts all over [126]. 
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Fig. 3.6 A diagram of a refrigerator and its refrigeration cycle (a modified figure based on [126]).  
       A thermodynamic model of a refrigerator was adopted from [18, 105]. The model 
depicts the temperature variations in a refrigerator using two thermal equations. The two 
equations describe the heat transfer function between the cavity and the room, and the 
cavity and the evaporator [105].  
      In the cavity, the heat is transferred from the ambient room and released to the 
evaporator. This heat transfer causes the cavity temperature to vary; the variation is 
captured in the form of a differential equation:  
𝑑𝑇𝐶𝑎(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡
=
𝑈𝐶𝑎_𝐴𝑚𝑏×𝐴𝐶𝑎_𝐴𝑚𝑏
𝑐𝑣
𝐶𝑎×𝑚𝐶𝑎
(𝑇𝐴𝑚𝑏 − 𝑇𝐶𝑎(𝑡)) −
𝑈𝐶𝑎_𝐸𝑣×𝐴𝐶𝑎_𝐸𝑣
𝑐𝑣
𝐶𝑎×𝑚𝐶𝑎
(𝑇𝐶𝑎(𝑡) − 𝑇𝐸𝑣(𝑡))  (3.5) 
where 
Ca_Amb: The thermal contact between the cavity and the ambient room. 
Ca_Ev: The thermal contact between the cavity and the evaporator. 
TCa: The cavity temperature (ºC). 
TAmb: The ambient room temperature (ºC). 
TEv: The evaporator temperature (ºC). 
UCa_Amb: The heat transfer coefficient of the thermal contact between the cavity and the 
ambient room (Wm-2ºC-1). 
ACa_Amb: The area of the thermal contact between the cavity and the ambient room (m2). 
UCa_Ev: The heat transfer coefficient of the thermal contact between the cavity and the 
evaporator (Wm-2ºC-1). 
ACa_Ev: The area of the thermal contact between the cavity and the evaporator (m2). 
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cv
Ca: The specific heat capacity of the cavity (Jkg-1ºC-1). 
mCa: The mass of the cavity (kg). 
       In the evaporator, the heat transferred from the cavity and released to the ambient 
room by the compressor is represented by a differential equation: 
𝑑𝑇𝐸𝑣(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡
=
𝑈𝐶𝑎_𝐸𝑣×𝐴𝐶𝑎_𝐸𝑣
𝑐𝑣
𝐸𝑣×𝑚𝐸𝑣
(𝑇𝐶𝑎(𝑡) − 𝑇𝐸𝑣(𝑡)) −
𝑃𝑐𝑟×𝑆𝑇
𝑐𝑣
𝐸𝑣×𝑚𝐸𝑣
               (3.6) 
where 
Ca_Ev: The thermal contact between the cavity and the evaporator. 
TCa: The cavity temperature (ºC). 
TEv: The evaporator temperature (ºC). 
UCa_Ev: The heat transfer coefficient of the thermal contact between the cavity and the 
evaporator (Wm-2ºC-1). 
ACa_Ev: The area of the thermal contact between the cavity and the evaporator (m2). 
cv
Ev: The specific heat capacity of the evaporator (Jkg-1ºC-1). 
mEv: The mass of the evaporator (kg). 
Pcr: The power consumption of the compressor (W). 
ST: The compressor switching state (ST=1 if the compressor is ON, ST=0 if the compressor 
is OFF). 
       Figure 3.7 shows the diagram of the cavity temperature and the compressor state of 
a refrigerator [18]. Each refrigerator is equipped with a temperature controller as shown 
in Fig. 3.8. The controller continuously measures the cavity temperature (TCa) and 
compares it with set-points Tlow and Thigh. If the cavity temperature reaches Thigh (point A 
in Fig.3.7), the controller switches ON the compressor and the evaporator starts absorbing 
heat from the cavity. Due to the process of heat transfer through the thermal contact 
between the evaporator and the cavity, the cavity temperature takes time before starting 
to drop (point B in Fig.3.7). When the cavity temperature reaches Tlow (point C in Fig.3.7), 
the controller switches OFF the compressor. However, this heat transfer process causes a 
further drop in the cavity temperature before its starts to rise (point D in Fig.3.7). The 
compressor remains OFF until the cavity temperature reaches Thigh again. 
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Fig. 3.7 The cavity temperature and compressor state diagram of a refrigerator [18]. 
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Fig. 3.8 The temperature control of a refrigerator. 
       The parameters of the refrigerator model were provided by Open Energi. These 
parameters and any related materials (e.g. figures, charts) are not included in this thesis, 
due to non-disclosure agreement signed by Cardiff University and Open Energi.  
3.4.The model of a bitumen tank 
       Bitumen is a material extracted mainly from petroleum and used in road 
constructions [127]. Figure 3.9 shows the diagram of an industrial bitumen tank. The tank 
stores bitumen in hot conditions using an electrical heater. When it is ON, the heater 
provides heat at a rate of Psupply (W) to the bitumen in the tank. The bitumen loses heat to 
the surrounding at a rate of Ploss (W). 
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Fig. 3.9 A diagram of a bitumen tanks and its heat transfer process [101].  
       A thermodynamic model of a bitumen tank was adopted from [101]. The net rate of 
heat transfer Pnet (W) is the difference between the supplied and lost heat rates as shown 
in (3.7)-(3.9): 
 𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 = 𝑃ℎ×𝑆ℎ                                              (3.7) 
𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑈ℎ×𝐴ℎ×(𝑇(𝑡) − 𝑇𝐴𝑚𝑏)                               (3.8) 
𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 − 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠                                        (3.9) 
where 
Ph: The power consumption of the heater (W). 
Sh: The heater state (Sh=1 if the heater is ON and Sh=0 if the heater is OFF). 
Uh: The overall heat transfer coefficient (Wm
-2 ºC-1). 
Ah: The surface area of the tank (m
2). 
T: The internal temperature of the tank (ºC). 
TAmb: The ambient temperature (ºC). 
The net rate of heat transfer results in the internal temperature variations of the tank: 
𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝑐𝑣
ℎ×𝑚ℎ×
𝑑𝑇(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡
                                         (3.10) 
where: 
cv
h: The specific heat capacity (Jkg-1 ºC-1). 
mh: The mass of a bitumen tank (kg). 
       Combining (3.7)-(3.10) results in a first order differential equation for the internal 
tank temperature: 
𝑑𝑇𝑏(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡
=
𝑃ℎ×𝑆ℎ
𝑐𝑣
ℎ×𝑚ℎ
−
𝑈ℎ×𝐴ℎ×(𝑇(𝑡)−𝑇𝐴𝑚𝑏)
𝑐𝑣
ℎ×𝑚ℎ
                           (3.11) 
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       Based on the heater state, Equation (3.11) has two possible solutions. Assuming a 
bitumen tank with an ON-period of 150 minutes and OFF-period of 300 minutes, the 
internal temperature of the tank is [101]: 
For the ON-period (Sh=1)     
𝑇(𝑡) = 184.68 − 34.68×𝑒
−𝑡
74.91                                (3.12.a) 
0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 150 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 
For the OFF-period (Sh=0)      
 𝑇(𝑡) = 145.32 − 34.68×𝑒
−(𝑡−150)
149.81                            (3.12.b) 
150 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 450 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 
       Figure 3.10 shows the diagram of internal temperature and heater states of a bitumen 
tank [101]. Each bitumen tank has an internal temperature controller to keep the stored 
bitumen within a range of high temperatures as shown in Fig. 3.11. The controller 
continuously measures the internal temperature and compares it with a set-points TBT_low 
and TBT_high. When the temperature is lower than TBT_low, the controller switches ON the 
heater; when the temperature is higher than TBT_high, the controller switches OFF the 
heater. The low and high temperatures (TBT_low and TBT_high) were set to 150º and 180º 
[101]. 
 
Fig. 3.10 The temperature and heater state diagram of a bitumen tank [101]. 
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Fig. 3.11 The temperature control of a bitumen tank. 
3.5. Validation of the models 
3.5.1. Validating the models of a flywheel energy storage system 
A. Validation of the average model 
       To observe the behaviour of the grid side converter and the DC busbar model, a 
reference power of a ±5kW unit-step was applied to the DC busbar and the output power 
to the grid was measured as shown in Fig. 3.12. Following changes in the polarity of 
reference power, percentage overshoots of the output power to the grid were less than 0.4 
% of the reference value. The output power to the grid was settled to 2% of the final value 
within 1 second. The percentage overshoot of the DC voltage was approximately 0.1% of 
the nominal voltage value (i.e. 650 V) as shown in Fig. 3.13. 
 
Fig. 3.12 The grid side converter and DC busbar model power output. 
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Fig. 3.13 The DC busbar voltage in response to unit-step. 
       The electrical machine model was validated against results in [123] by comparing 
the power output and the velocity in response to a reference power of a ± 50kW unit-step 
as shown in Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15. Following changes in the polarity of reference power, 
the percentage overshoot obtained in the electrical machine model was less than (0.1 %) 
of the reference value. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show a very little discrepancy between the 
developed model and the model presented in [123]. 
 
Fig. 3.14 (A) The power output from the model in [123], (B) the electrical machine model power output.  
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Fig. 3.15 (A) The velocity from the model in [123], (B) the electrical machine model velocity. 
B. Validation of the simplified model 
            The simplified model was validated against the results in [123] by comparing the 
power output and the velocity in response to a reference power of a ± 50kW unit-step as 
shown in Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17. Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show that the power output and 
the velocity of the simplified model are similar to that of the model presented in [123]. 
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Fig. 3.16 (A) The power output from the model in  [123], (B) the simplified model power output. 
 
Fig. 3.17 (A) The velocity from the model in [123], (B) the simplified model velocity. 
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       Figure 3.18 shows the performance of the simplified model against the average model 
of a flywheel energy storage system when responding to a reference power of a ± 5kW 
unit-step. The simplified model provided a similar response to the average model.  
 
Fig. 3.18 Average and simplified models of the flywheel energy storage system tracking reference signal. 
3.5.2. Validating the model of a battery energy storage system 
       The battery energy storage system model was validated by comparing discharging 
curves against a Nickel-Metal-Hybrid battery manufacturer discharging chart [128] and 
the Lithium-Ion battery diagram in [124]. The model performance (in both types of 
batteries) matches closely to the manufacturers charts as shown in Fig.3.19 and Fig. 3.20 
at different discharging currents. 
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Fig. 3.19 A generic battery model validation against a Nickel-Metal-Hybrid Panasonic battery 
discharging chart [128]. 
 
Fig. 3.20 A generic battery model validation against a Lithium-Ion battery discharging chart from [124]. 
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3.5.3. Validating the model of a refrigerator   
       Figure 3.21 shows the validation by comparison of the cavity temperature and the 
compressor states of the refrigerator against the diagram in [18]. The result in Fig. 3.21.B 
depicts more accurately the cavity temperature than the diagram in Fig. 3.21 (A). The 
cavity temperature remains lower than Tlow for approximately half of the refrigeration 
cycle. During this time, the evaporator temperature rises from its low to high temperatures 
absorbing the heat from the cavity. 
 
Fig. 3.21 (A) The diagram of cavity temperature and compressor state of a refrigerator from [18], (B) the 
cavity temperature and compressor state of the refrigerator model. 
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3.5.4. Validating the model of a bitumen tank  
       Figure 3.22 shows the validation of the bitumen tank model by comparing its internal 
temperature and heater states against the diagram in [101]. Figure 3.22 (B) shows a 
bitumen tank model with ON/OFF periods of 150/300 min. Similar temperature variations 
were observed for other ON/OFF periods. 
 
Fig. 3.22 (A) The diagram of temperature and heater state of a bitumen tank from [101], (B) the 
temperature and heater state of the bitumen tank model. 
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3.6. Modelling a population of units 
       For a population of units, the internal temperatures of refrigerators or bitumen tanks 
are determined not only by their inherent dynamics but also by their usage. Therefore, it 
is unlikely that all units have a similar level of temperatures. Similarly, the state of charge 
of a population of flywheel or battery energy storage systems varies over their permitted 
range. In this research, the diversity amongst a population of units is preserved by 
assigning a different initial state of charge and temperature to different units.   
3.6.1. Modelling of a population of units of a flywheel energy storage system  
       Figure 3.23 (A) shows the power output of an aggregated model of a population of 
the units (i.e. four units) of the simplified flywheel energy storage system. While Fig. 
3.23 (B) shows the velocity of the aggregated model. Initial velocities were randomly 
distributed between the maximum and minimum velocities (i.e. ωmax and ωmin). Figures 
3.23 (A) and 3.23 (B) show that unit 2 had reached its maximum velocity at minute 9, 
consequently its power input reduced to zero. Similarly, unit 3 had reached its minimum 
velocity at minute 26 and its power output reduced to zero accordingly. As illustrated in 
Figs. 3.15 and 3.16, the velocity limiter efficiently prevented flywheel energy storage 
system units from exceeding their velocity limits. 
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(A) 
 
(B) 
Fig. 3.23 (A) The power output of a population of units of the simplified flywheel energy storage system 
model, (B) velocities of a population of units of the simplified flywheel energy storage system model.  
 
3.6.2. Modelling of a population of units of a battery energy storage system  
       Figure 3.24 (A) shows the power output of an aggregated model of a population of 
units (i.e. four units) of the battery energy storage system.  Figure 3.24 (B) shows the 
states of charge of a population of units of the battery energy storage system. The initial 
states of charge of the population were randomly distributed between the minimum and 
the maximum values (i.e. 0%-100%). As a promising type of battery in terms of efficiency 
and price, the Lithium-Ion-based model was used in this simulation.  Figures 3.24 (A) 
and 3.24 (B) show that units 1 and 2 had reached its maximum and minimum velocities 
respectively. Consequently, unit 1 power input and unit 2 powers output reduced to zero. 
These figures demonstrate the ability of the charge limiter to maintain 
charging/discharging actions of units within limits. 
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(A) 
 
(B) 
Fig. 3.24 (A) The power output of a population of units of the battery energy storage system model, (B) 
the state of charge of a population of units of the battery energy storage system model. 
3.6.3. Modelling of a population of refrigerators 
       Figure 3.25 shows the cavity temperature and the compressor states of an aggregated 
model of a population of refrigerators (i.e. four refrigerators). Initial cavity temperatures 
were randomly distributed between Tlow and Tfhigh set-points. The compressor states of 
refrigerators in Fig. 3.25 were initiated randomly of 30% ON and 70% OFF [18]. 
According to [18], this percentage varies widely over the day and from summer to winter, 
because the ON/OFF cycle of refrigerators is strongly affected by the ambient 
temperature. Hence, the ON cycle in summer is longer than that in winter. A power 
consumption of 100 W was considered for all refrigerator [18]. 
3.6.4. Modelling of a population of bitumen tanks 
       Figure 3.26 shows the temperature and heater states of an aggregated model of a 
population of bitumen tanks. Initial temperatures of tanks were randomly distributed 
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between TBT_high and TBT_low. According to the field tests in [8], the population of bitumen 
tanks were randomly distributed with ON-periods within the range of 30 min to 360 min 
and OFF-periods within the range of 60 min to 1140 min. States of tank heaters in Fig. 
3.26 were initiated randomly of 30% ON and 70% OFF [18]. The main factor that 
influences the ON/OFF state of bitumen tanks is the electricity price, the bitumen tank 
owners switch ON tanks when the price is low in the early morning [18]. Consequently, 
the percentage of ON state is higher when the electricity price is lower. In this research, 
bitumen tanks have a typical power consumption of 40 kW and 150 ºC of low-temperature 
set-point (TBT_low) and 180 ºC of high-temperature set-point (TBT_high).      
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Fig. 3.25 The cavity temperature and compressor states of a population of refrigerators population of refrigerators models. 
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Fig. 3.26 The temperature and compressor states of a population of refrigerators population of bitumen tanks models. 
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3.7. Summary  
       Mathematical models of four components of the VESS were developed and validated 
in this chapter. Two types of energy storage system (i.e. flywheels and batteries) were 
modelled, and two types of demand respond units (i.e. refrigerators and bitumen tanks) 
were modelled based on literature. These models will be used to implement control 
schemes of the VESS in the next two chapters. 
    An average and a simplified models of a flywheel energy storage system were 
developed. The average model presents more accurately than the simplified model the 
system dynamic performance, while the simplified model facilitates the simulation of a 
large number of units due to a shorter simulation time required. The simplified model 
simulated one hour the operation of a flywheel energy storage system in one second, while 
the average model required an hour and a half to finish the same simulation. A battery 
energy storage system model was developed. The model is able to characterise different 
types of batteries, i.e. Lead-Acid, Lithium-Ion, Nickel-Cadmium and Nickel-hybrid. The 
model also facilitates grid scale studies with many units. To avoid exceeding the state of 
charge limits, a velocity limiter of the flywheel model and a state of charge limiter of the 
battery model were developed. The average and simplified models of flywheel energy 
storage system were validated against the performance of a similar model from the 
literature. The model of a battery energy storage system was validated against a 
manufacturer discharging chart. 
       Two types of demand response units were modelled. These models mimic the 
thermodynamic behaviour of refrigerators and the bitumen tanks by considering their 
internal temperature variations. These models are used to simulate populations of demand 
response units. Temperature controllers were included in the refrigerator and bitumen 
tank models. These controllers continuously measure the cavity temperature in 
refrigerators and the internal temperature in bitumen tanks to preserve their primary 
function, i.e. cold supply of refrigerators and hot supply of bitumen tanks. Models of 
refrigerator and bitumen tanks were validated against the performance of similar models 
in [101, 105]. 
       Aggregated models, representing a population of units, of the four components of the 
virtual energy storage system were developed. The temperatures and compressor states 
of refrigerators and the internal temperatures and heater states of bitumen tanks were all 
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randomly initialised to present the diversity amongst a population of refrigerators and a 
population of bitumen tanks. Similarly, the velocities and states of charge of a population 
of flywheels and a population of batteries energy storage systems units were randomly 
initialised to simulate diversified populations.   
       Modelling the components of the VESS helped to identify the more suitable 
components for different applications of the VESS. Indeed, flywheels, which has a very 
long life in terms of the number of charging cycles, and refrigerators have short-duration 
responses are more suitable for frequent and short duration applications, such as 
frequency response services. In context, batteries, which has a moderate life in terms of 
the number of charging cycles, and bitumen tanks have long-duration responses therefore 
suitable for long duration applications, such as support the voltage control in distribution 
networks. 
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4. A Frequency control scheme to provide frequency response 
services 
 
       Frequency control scheme of a Virtual Energy Storage System (VESS) to provide 
high, low and continuous frequency responses was designed. The VESS aggregates 
refrigerators and flywheel energy storage system modelled in Chapter 3.  
       The frequency control scheme of the VESS coordinates refrigerators and the flywheel 
energy storage system to deliver a certain amount of frequency response at a lower cost 
compared with an equal capacity of only flywheel energy storage systems. The control 
scheme was implemented using Matab®/Simulink on the same PC utilized to develop the 
models in Chapter 3. 
4.1. The frequency control scheme of a virtual energy storage system 
       The frequency control scheme of the VESS is shown in Fig. 4.1. Following changes 
in frequency (∆f), the required response from the VESS (∆PVESS_req) is determined by a 
droop control (RVESS). Both refrigerators and the flywheel energy storage system have 
local controllers. The frequency controller of refrigerators responds to the grid frequency 
f. The power mismatch between the change in refrigerators’ power consumption 
(∑∆PRefrigerators) and ∆PVESS_req is covered by the flywheel energy storage system 
(∑∆PFESS-req.). Hence, it compensates for the uncertain response of refrigerators. 
       It is assumed that an aggregator is responsible for receiving the power consumption 
of refrigerators, and then calculating and sending the power mismatch between the change 
in refrigerators’ power consumption and the required response from the VESS to the 
flywheel energy storage system. A fast (i.e. not more than 1 second latency) two-way 
communication network is assumed to be available for measuring the power consumption 
of refrigerators and sending the power mismatch to the flywheels energy storage system. 
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Fig. 4.1 The frequency control scheme of a VESS. 
4.1.1. The frequency control of a refrigerator 
       The control scheme of each refrigerator is depicted in Fig. 4.2. In addition to the 
existing inherent temperature controller of the refrigerator presented in Chapter 3, a 
frequency controller was added. The temperature controller measures the cavity 
temperature (Tca) of a refrigerator and generates a temperature state signal (ST). ST is 1 if 
Tca is higher than the high temperature limit (Thigh), and ST is 0 if Tca is lower than the 
low-temperature limit (Tlow). The frequency controller also measures Tca and defines a 
pair of frequency set points (e.g. FON and FOFF) based on Tca. It compares the measured 
frequency (f) to these set points to determine the state signals (SHF and SLF). The frequency 
controller switches ON/OFF the refrigerator in response to the frequency deviation. The 
frequency controller continuously compares f with FON and FOFF. If f is higher than FON, 
the frequency controller sets the high-frequency state signal (SHV) to 1, else to 0. On the 
contrary, if f is lower than FOFF, the frequency controller sets the low-frequency state 
signal (SLF) to 1, otherwise to 0. The temperature and the frequency controllers are 
connected to the compressor through logic gates, therefore these logic gates produce the 
final signal (Sfinal) to the compressor. The logic gates prioritise the temperature controller 
signal (ST) above the frequency control signals (SHF and SLF) to maintain the cold supply 
function of refrigerators.  
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Fig. 4.2 The control scheme of the refrigerator.  
       Table 4.1 shows the truth table of the logic gates (shown in Fig. 4.2). In rows 1 and 
5, the normal refrigeration cycle (presented in Chapter 3) is kept since f is higher than 
FOFF and lower than FON. Rows 2 and 6 represent high-frequency states. In row 2, the 
refrigerator responds to the high frequency by switching ON. Rows 3 and 7 represent 
low-frequency states, and in row 7 the refrigerator responds to the low frequency by 
switching OFF. Since the grid frequency cannot be higher and lower than nominal 
frequency value simultaneously, rows 4 and 8 are not possible states. 
TABLE 4.1 THE TRUTH TABLE OF 
LOGIC GATES IN FIG. 4.2 
Row ST SLF SHF Sfinal 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 1 1 
3 0 1 0 0 
4 0 1 1 - 
5 1 0 0 1 
6 1 0 1 1 
7 1 1 0 0 
8 1 1 1 - 
       A population of refrigerators is considered. A refrigerator having a lower temperature 
than others will have a lower FON and a higher FOFF values as indicated in Fig. 4.2 If f 
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drops, refrigerators will start switching OFF from the refrigerator with the lowest T, 
because it will take the longest time to reach the high-temperature limit. In contrast, 
refrigerators will start switching ON from the refrigerator with the highest T when f rises 
above the nominal frequency value. The higher the frequency variation is, the larger 
number of refrigerators will be committed to respond. The number of refrigerators 
committed increases linearly with the increase in frequency variations, and consequently 
their aggregated power consumption will be larger. 
       In this study, a nominal frequency of 50 Hz was assumed (i.e. grid frequency in Great 
Britain (GB)). For frequency response services provision (presented in Chapter 2), a 
population of refrigerators must deliver a full change in power consumption when the 
frequency reaches/exceeds the limits of ± 0.5 Hz of the nominal value (i.e. 49.5 Hz-50.5 
Hz) [23]. The frequency controller of refrigerators has dead-bands of ± 0.015 Hz of the 
nominal value (i.e. 49.985 Hz-50.015 Hz) [129]. 
4.1.2. The frequency control of a flywheel energy storage system  
       A simple active power controller of a flywheel energy storage system is shown in 
Fig. 4.3. The total power required is divided equally among the flywheel units. The 
required change in power of each unit (i) of the flywheel energy storage system (∆PFESS-
req_i) is therefore calculated using (4.1) 
∆𝑃𝐹𝐸𝑆𝑆−𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑖 =
∑ ∆𝑃𝐹𝐸𝑆𝑆−𝑟𝑒𝑞.
𝑛𝑜.𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝐸𝑆𝑆 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠
                                  (4.1) 
No. of 
FESS units
∆PFESS-req_i

∑∆PFESS-req
The control 
scheme of 
the VESS 
(Fig. 4.1)
 
Fig. 4.3 The power control of a flywheel energy storage system unit.  
       To investigate the possibility of reducing the number of units responding to small 
frequency variations, hence extending the life of each of flywheel energy storage system 
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units, a profile recording the frequency of GB power system was used. Intuitively, a 
Conventional Droop Control (CDC) was used to determine the power output of the units.  
A. Conventional Droop Control  
       Figure 4.4 shows a conventional droop control of a flywheel unit, all units are 
committed to provide frequency response. This control uses a droop setting (RFESS) to 
determine the unit’s power output (4.2): 
𝑅𝐹𝐸𝑆𝑆 =
∆𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐹𝐸𝑆𝑆
                                          (4.2) 
where ∆fmax is the maximum frequency deviation from the nominal value (set to 0.5 Hz), 
and PratedFESS is the rated power of the flywheel unit.  
∆PFESS-req_i
Nominal value 
(50 Hz)
Frequency 
profile for 
GB 
∆f
FESSR
1
 
Fig. 4.4 The conventional droop control of a flywheel energy storage system unit. 
       Figure 4.5 shows the aggregated power of the population of units of the flywheel 
energy storage system responding to a historical frequency profile of the GB power 
system. 400 identical units, each unit have a power capacity of 50 kW and an energy 
capacity of 30 kWh, were used.   
 
Fig. 4.5 The aggregated power of flywheel energy storage system units responding to frequency 
variations. 
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       Influenced by the frequency control of refrigerators to reduce the number of units 
committed, the coordinated constant droop control was proposed.    
B. Coordinated Constant Droop Control (CCDC) 
       The coordinated constant droop control of a flywheel energy storage system is shown 
in Fig. 4.6. The local controller consists of a coordinated controller and a constant droop 
control. The coordinated controller determines which unit to commit, while the droop 
control regulates the power output of the committed units.  
       The coordinated controller assigns a pair of frequency set points (e.g. FChrg and 
FDischrg) based on which varies linearly with the units’ velocity (ω). A flywheel having a 
higher velocity than other flywheels will have higher FChrg and FDischrg values than others. 
The controller compares the frequency f to these set points to determine the state signals 
(SChrg and SDischrg). If f is higher than FChrg, the controller sets the charging state signal 
(SChrg) to 1, else SChrg is 0. Otherwise, if f is lower than FDischrg, the controller sets the 
discharging state signal (SDischrg) to 1, otherwise SDischrg is 0. Both state signals are 
connected to an OR-logic gate, the logic gate output (FESSstate) governs the switch which 
determines the required power output from the flywheel unit (illustrated in Fig 4.6). The 
required power output of the flywheel energy storage system is determined by a droop 
control constant value (RFESS) with respect to the received f. 
       Flywheels will start committing (and charge) from the flywheel with the lowest ω 
when f rises above the nominal frequency value. Similarly, flywheels will start 
committing (and discharge) form the flywheel with the highest ω when f drop below the 
nominal frequency value. The number of flywheels committed increases linearly with the 
increase in frequency deviations. 
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Fig. 4.6 The coordinated constant droop control of a flywheel energy storage system.  
       This control reduces significantly the number of charging and discharging cycles, 
hence prolonging the lifetime of units. However, when the frequency variation (∆f) is 
small, the aggregated power output from the population of units will be smaller than that 
using Conventional Droop Control (CDC) strategy presented earlier in Fig. 4.7. Because 
only a few units are committed to the frequency variation compared to the whole 
population committed in conventional droop control strategy.  
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Fig. 4.7 The aggregated power of flywheel units responding to frequency variations under the two control 
strategies. 
       A test frequency varying between below 49.5 Hz and 50 Hz was used to examine the 
number of committed units, which are controlled by the coordinated constant droop 
control, responding to frequency variations. Figure 4.8 shows the correlation between the 
number of flywheel units and the test frequency. The test validates that the number of 
committed units varies linearly with the frequency changes, and this feature was used in 
the following proposed control.  
 
Fig. 4.8 The number of units committed of a flywheel energy storage system and the test frequency.  
C. Coordinated Adaptive Droop Control (CADC) 
       To provide a similar level of frequency response to Conventional Droop Control 
(CDC) while reducing the number of committed units, a Coordinated Adaptive Droop 
Control (CADC) was developed. The coordinated adaptive droop control of a flywheel 
energy storage system is depicted in Fig. 4.9. Instead of the constant droop setting used 
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in the coordinated constant droop control, an adaptive droop control value (Radaptive) is 
defined, being inversely proportional to frequency deviations (∆f) as shown in (4.3). 
      𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 =
∆𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
∆𝑓
×𝑅𝐹𝐸𝑆𝑆                                               (4.3)  
       Since a small frequency deviation (∆f) triggers only a small number of units to 
commit, a droop value Radaptive greater than the conventional droop value RFESS is required. 
When the frequency deviation increases and reaches the maximum frequency deviation 
(i.e. ∆fmax) and all units are triggered to commit, the droop value Radaptive equals to RFESS.  
       Figure 4.10 shows the aggregated power output of the population of units of the 
flywheel energy storage system in the three control strategies. Figure 4.11 shows the 
number of charging/discharging times the flywheel units respond to the GB frequency 
profile variations in the three control strategies. When the frequency deviations are small 
(Fig.4.10), the aggregated power output under the CDC or the CADC are higher than that 
with the CCDC. The aggregated power output with either CDC or CADC was similar 
while only less than a quarter of units respond in the CADC strategy compared with the 
CDC strategy (see Fig. 4.11). Therefore, the CADC strategy is preferable to extend the 
lifetime of the costly flywheel units. In the case of a large frequency deviation, the 
aggregated power of the units with all control strategies presented, i.e. the CDC, the 
CCDC and the CADC, will have equal aggregated power outputs and all units will 
respond. 
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Fig. 4.9 The coordinated adaptive droop control of a flywheel energy storage system.  
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Fig. 4.10 The aggregated power of flywheel units responding to frequency variations for the three control strategies. 
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Fig. 4.11 The number of times the flywheel units responded to frequency variations under different 
control strategies. 
       Based on the results in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11, the CADC control strategy was 
adopted to control the population of the flywheel units within the VESS. The frequency 
control scheme of the VESS, presented in section 4.2, has therefore updated accordingly. 
Figure 4.12 shows the updated, i.e. based on Fig. 4.1 shown earlier, frequency control 
scheme of the VESS. The required flywheel energy storage system (∑∆PFESS-req) is 
converted to a modified frequency change value (∆f′) through a droop control setting 
(R∑FESS) as shown in (4.4). 
𝑅∑𝐹𝐸𝑆𝑆 =
∆𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
∑𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐹𝐸𝑆𝑆
                                                 (4.4) 
       The aggregator sends the modified frequency f′ to the units of the flywheel energy 
storage system, and then the local frequency control (i.e. CADC) of the units responds to 
f′. 
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Fig. 4.12 The updated frequency control scheme of a VESS. 
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4.2. The test system  
       The performance of the frequency control scheme of the VESS was evaluated by a 
series of simulations. It was assumed that an aggregator located in London was 
responsible for aggregating refrigerators and dispersed flywheel energy storage system 
units to provide frequency response services to the GB power system. 
4.2.1. The simplified GB power system 
       The simplified GB power system was adopted from [101, 130] to assess the 
performance of the VESS frequency control scheme (Fig. 4.13). The active and the 
reactive power flows in the transmission networks are assumed relatively independent 
from each other. Since frequency control is related to active power control, only active 
power is concerned in this study.  
       All large scale generators connected to the GB power system are required to provide 
primary frequency response [21]. Also, most of these generators have an obligation to 
provide secondary frequency response as well. To simulate this, two generators were 
modelled. Generator 1 only provides primary frequency response while generator 2 
provides both primary and secondary frequency response services. It was assumed that 
80% of the generators provide both primary and secondary response services (i.e. KF=0.2 
in Fig 4.13). Therefore, an additional integral control loop was added to the model of 
generator 2. This integral control loop with parameter (KI=0.01) is responsible for 
restoring the grid frequency to 50 Hz. 
       In both generators, the synchronous power plants’ characteristics such as coal, gas 
and hydro were modelled as a governor and a turbine transfer functions [131]. Their 
frequency response was presented by droop control. The damping effect of frequency 
dependent loads was modelled through the system inertia (Heq) and a damping factor (D) 
[131, 132].  
       Based on [133], the equivalent system inertia (Heq) was estimated to be 4.5 s and the 
equivalent droop control (RPS) was 9% in both generators. Assuming that, the inertia 
constant for coal, gas, nuclear and other power plants as 4.5, 6.0, 3.0 and for wind and 
interconnectors as 0.0, Heq was calculated using (4.5) [133] based on the operating 
capacity of each power plant in 2008 in the GB power system. Heq calculation is presented 
in Table 4.2 [133]. In both generators, a governor dead-band of ± 0.015 Hz [21] was 
assumed and the time constants of the governor, the turbine and the load damping constant 
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were set as follows: Tgov=0.2 s; T1=2 s; T2=12 s; Tturb=0.3 s; D=1. The parameters of the 
model were calibrated with a real frequency record following a 1,220 MW loss of 
generation on the GB power system [130]. 
𝐻𝑒𝑞 = ∑ 𝐻𝑖 ∗
𝑆𝑖
𝑆𝑠𝑦𝑠
𝑖=𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙,𝑔𝑎𝑠,…                                             (4.5) 
where Hi is the inertia constant of power plant i (sec), Si is the capacity of power plant i 
(MVA) and Ssys is the total capacity of all operating power plants (MVA). 
TABLE 4.2 The equivalent system inertia on the system base of 70 MVA in 2008 [133] 
Power plant 
type 
Installed capacity 
(GW) 
Operating capacity 
(GW) 
Hi 
Coal 29.40 23.52 1.51 
Gas 29.40 23.52 2.01 
Nuclear 10.60 10.60 0.45 
Interconnector 2.00 2.00 0.00 
Wind 3.70 1.48 0.00 
Other 12.00 9.12 0.58 
Total  87.10 70.24 4.55 
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Fig. 4.13 A simplified GB power system. 
4.2.2. The VESS capacity 
A) Refrigerators capacity   
       There are 3,220,300 households in London in 2014 [134]. It is assumed that the 
refrigerator (0.1 kW) in each household is equipped with the frequency controller 
presented in section 4.2.1. This results in 322 MW of controllable loads in London. 
       The amount of frequency response from refrigerators varies over the day [18] (see 
Fig. 4.14). The maximum reduction in power consumption (i.e. the red lower dotted line 
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in Fig 4.14) is 18.5% at 18:00 and the minimum reduction is 13.2% at 6:00. Considering 
the number of refrigerators in London, a maximum power reduction of 60 MW and 
minimum power reduction of 40 MW is expected. Similarly, the maximum and minimum 
increase in power consumption (i.e. the blue upper dotted line in Fig 4.6) is approximately 
50% to 56%. Based on the number of refrigerators in London, a minimum power increase 
of approximately 160 MW and a maximum power increase of approximately 180 MW. 
Consequently, refrigerators have more potential to provide a response to the frequency 
rise than to the frequency drop. In summary, refrigerators can provide (40-60 MW) power 
reduction for the low-frequency response, and they can provide (160-180 MW) power 
increase for the high-frequency response.  
Time of day
Availability to be 
switched on
Availability to be 
switched off
 
Fig. 4.14 The availability of refrigerators to be switched ON/OFF over a day based on field measurements 
[18]. 
       The VESS is therefore planned to provide a linear dynamic frequency response of a 
maximum of 60 MW when frequency drops to 49.5 Hz or lower and of 180 MW when 
frequency rises to 50.5 Hz or higher over a day. For periods of the day in which the 
refrigerators cannot provide the required response from VESS, the flywheel energy 
storage system is used. The flywheel energy storage system can support the required 
response from VESS for 30 minutes. 
B) Flywheels energy storage system capacity 
       The flywheels are required to cover a maximum power mismatch between the 
planned power output from the VESS (i.e. 60 MW) and the minimum reduction in 
refrigerators power consumption (i.e. 40 MW). Consequently, 20 MW of flywheel units’ 
capacity was used. This 20 MW of flywheels consists of 400 units, with each unit has a 
power capacity of 50 kW and an energy capacity of 30 kWh.  
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4.3. Case studies 
       Three case studies were carried out to assess the VESS ability to provide low, high 
and continuous frequency response services. In Cases 1 and 2, the VESS is recruited to 
provide low and high-frequency responses services by connecting it to the simplified GB 
power system. The GB power system demand was 20 GW representing a summer night, 
and the following three scenarios were compared:  
“No FESS/VESS’ Scenario 1 
“Only FESS” Scenario 2 (60 MW flywheel energy storage system is used) 
“VESS” Scenario 3 (all refrigerators in London and 20 MW flywheel energy storage 
system are used). 
       In Case 3, the VESS is recruited to provide a continuous frequency response in 
proportion to frequency changes. The simulation was implemented by injecting a 
historical frequency profile from the GB power system, presented in section 4.2.2, into 
the VESS. 
4.3.1. Case 1 (Low-frequency response) 
       The VESS is procured to provide primary and secondary low-frequency response 
services (described in Chapter 2) following a loss of a generation of 1.8 GW. 
       Figure 4.15 shows the frequency variation of the simplified GB power system after 
the loss of generation under the three scenarios. Since the VESS is injecting active power 
into the power system, this case depicts the discharging phase of the VESS. 
       Figure 4.16.A shows the power output change of the VESS and only the flywheel 
energy storage system in Scenario 3 and 2 respectively, while Fig. 4.16.B shows the 
change of power consumption of refrigerators and power output of flywheel energy 
storage system in the VESS. Both the VESS in Scenario 3 and only the flywheel energy 
storage system in Scenario 2 responded to the frequency deviation with 60 MW response.   
       Since the 60 MW response is small in a 20 GW system, the improvement in frequency 
was approximately 0.01 Hz and seems hardly noticeable. If the installed capacity of the 
VESS is higher, the frequency drop will be significantly reduced. The number of units of 
the flywheel energy storage system in the VESS (i.e. Scenario 3) was only one-third of 
that in Scenario 2, however, the VESS provided a similar amount of frequency response 
to that of only the flywheel energy storage system in Scenario 2. The reduced capacity of 
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the flywheel energy storage system in Scenario 3 will reduce the cost significantly 
compared to Scenario 2. 
       Figure 4.17 shows the change of power output of generators in the three scenarios. It 
can be seen that, with the flywheel energy storage system only (i.e. Scenario 2) or the 
VESS (Scenario 3), the required capacity of the costly frequency-responsive generators 
is reduced. 
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Fig. 4.15 The variation of the system frequency after the loss of generation. 
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Fig. 4.16 (A) The change in power output of the VESS and FESS, (B) the change of power consumption of refrigerators and FESS power output in the VESS. 
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Fig. 4.17 The change of power output of generators after the loss of generation. 
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4.3.2. Case 2 (High-frequency response) 
       The VESS is acquired to provide a high-frequency response service (described in 
Chapter 2) following a loss of demand of 1 GW. 
       Figure 4.18 shows the frequency variation of the simplified GB power system after 
the loss of generation under the three scenarios. Since the VESS is absorbing active power 
for the power system, this case represents the charging phase of the VESS. 
         Figure 4.19.A shows the change in power output of the VESS and only the flywheel 
energy storage system in Scenario 3 and 2 respectively, while Fig. 4.19.B shows the 
change of power consumption of refrigerators and the power output of the flywheel 
energy storage system in the VESS in Scenario 3. Since the frequency rise did not reach 
the 50.5 Hz, the flywheel energy storage system in Scenario 2 provided approximately 45 
MW response and the maximum frequency rise was slightly reduced by 0.01 Hz 
compared with Scenario 1. However, the VESS in Scenario 3 provided approximately 
140 MW after the sudden loss of demand which is much higher than the response of the 
flywheel energy storage system in Scenario 2 and the frequency rise was reduced by 0.05 
Hz. This 140 MW response from the VESS was approximately 120 MW increase in the 
power consumption of refrigerators plus 20 MW power output of the flywheel energy 
storage system. 
       Figure 4.20 shows the change of power output of generators in the three scenarios. 
The required capacity of the costly frequency-responsive generators was reduced with the 
flywheel energy storage system only (i.e. Scenario 2) or the VESS (Scenario 3).
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Fig. 4.18 The variation of the system frequency after the loss of demand. 
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Fig. 4.19 (A) The change in power output of the VESS and FESS, (B) the power consumption of refrigerators and FESS power output in VESS. 
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Fig. 4.20 The change of power output of generators after the loss of generation. 
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      Since some refrigerators were switched ON following the frequency rise, their 
temperature started to drop. It had taken several minutes before the temperature reached 
the low set point and refrigerators began to switch OFF (Fig. 4.19.B). Therefore, the 
flywheel energy storage system changes from charging (i.e. absorbing power) to 
discharging (i.e. injecting power) following the frequency recovery. Because of the 
limitation in the flywheel energy storage system capacity (i.e. only 20 MW), the total 
response from the VESS was not linear with the frequency recovery. However, the VESS 
in Scenario 3 provides much more response following the frequency rise than that of the 
flywheel energy storage system in Scenario 2, which is specifically critical for the future 
power system with a low inertia. The VESS provides much more response following the 
frequency rise than that of the only flywheel energy storage system. 
4.3.3. Case 3 (Continuous frequency response)   
       The VESS is recruited to provide enhanced frequency response service described in 
Chapter 2. Figure 4.21 Shows the behaviour of the VESS in response to the continuous 
fluctuations of frequency. 
       The power output of the VESS dynamically changes following the frequency 
deviations. Because the refrigerators have a greater capability to be switched ON than to 
be switched OFF, the VESS can provide greater high-frequency response than low-
frequency response as depicted by Fig. 4.21. 
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Fig. 4.21 The variation in the system frequency and the VESS response. 
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4.4. The economic evaluation 
       The investment cost of the VESS is briefly estimated. Then, the benefits of the VESS 
for the provision of frequency response services are calculated as an example. 
       Table 4.2 shows the roughly estimated investment cost of the flywheel energy storage 
system and the VESS. It is assumed that the lifetime of a flywheel energy storage system 
is approximately 20 years and the lifetime of refrigerators is 13 years [135]. Considering 
a timescale of 20 years and using the investment costs shown in Table 4.1, the investment 
cost of the flywheel energy storage system in Scenario 2 providing 60 MW response is 
estimated to be approximately £75m-£84m [15]. The investment cost of the VESS in 
Scenario 3 providing 60 MW response includes the cost of installing controllers on 
3,220,300 refrigerators, which is approximately £9.66m [106] for 13 years and therefore 
will be approximately £14.86m for 20 years. Also, the cost of the flywheel energy storage 
system in the VESS providing 20 MW response is approximately £25m-£28m. Therefore, 
the investment cost of the VESS in Scenario 3 is approximately £39.8m-£42.8m which 
is less costly compared with the cost of the flywheel energy storage system in Scenario 
2. However, establishing the VESS communications was not considered in the VESS total 
investment costs. 
TABLE 4.3 INVESTMENT COSTS FOR DIFFERENT SCENARIOS 
Scenario VESS unit Unit price 
Capacity or 
no. of units 
Total investment cost for 20 years 
S2 FESS 
£1.25m-
£1.4m/MW [7] 
60 MW £75m-£84m 
S3 
FESS 
£1.25m-
£1.4m/MW [7] 
20 MW £25m-£28m 
£39.8m
-
£42.8m 
Refrigerator
’s controller 
£3 [9] 3,220,300 
▪ £9.66m for 13 years 
lifetime 
▪ £14.86m for 20 years 
lifetime 
(£9.66m×20year/13year) 
       Economic incomes of using the flywheel energy storage system alone or the VESS 
for frequency response services are calculated based on the existing regulation of the GB 
frequency response market. The payment of participating in the firm frequency response 
service [136, 137] consists of the availability fee per day and the utilisation fee per day. 
The availability fee (£/MWh) is the payment to the service provider that makes a certain 
amount of response service available for the tendered hours of a day. The utilisation fee 
(£/MWh) is the payment to the service provider for the utilisation volume during the 
tendered hours of a day. The utilisation volume is the amount of response that has been 
delivered to the system and depends on the system frequency changes.  
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        The payments of both the flywheel energy storage system alone in Scenario 2 and 
the VESS in Scenario 3 are calculated by (4.6) for the availability fee and by (4.7) for the 
utilisation fee. The parameters values used in (4.6) and (4.7) were calculated based on 
[13,14] over the year 2014. Table 4.3 provides the average unit price of the availability 
fee and the utilisation fee, the average response periods and the meaning of all parameters 
used in (4.6) and (4.7). It is assumed that the availability and utilisation time periods are 
the same (i.e. the nominated period in Table 4.4) for simplicity. However, in fact the 
availability period is stated in the provider tender [13] submitted the system operator (e.g. 
24 hours) while the utilisation period is the actual period that the provider delivers the 
service to the system operator (e.g. 1 hour). 
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦_𝑓𝑒𝑒 =  𝑀𝑊𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦×𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦_𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑×
𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦_𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 + 𝑀𝑊𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦×𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦_𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑×
𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦_𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 + +𝑀𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ×𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ_𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑×
𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦_𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ                              (4.6) 
𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑓𝑒𝑒 = 𝑀𝑊𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦×𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦_𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑×𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 +
𝑀𝑊𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦×𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦_𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑×𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 +
+𝑀𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ×𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ_𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑×𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ         (4.7) 
TABLE 4.4 PARAMETERS AND VALUES OF CALCULATING THE INCOME OF 
PROVIDING FREQUENCY RESPONSE SERVICES IN THE GB POWER SYSTEM 
Parameters Meaning Value Unit 
MWprimary Amount of primary response 60 MW 
MWsecondary Amount of secondary response 60 MW 
MWhigh Amount of high response 
60 (FESS) or 
180 (VESS) 
MW 
tprimary_nominated Nominated hours of primary response per day 15.97 h 
tsecondary_nominated Nominated hours of secondary response per day 11.53 h 
thigh_nominated Nominated hours of high response per day 18.66 h 
Availability_unit_
priceprimary 
Unit price of available primary response per day 8.7791 £/MWh 
Availability_unit_
pricesecondary 
Unit price of available secondary response per day 8.7791 £/MWh 
Availability_unit_
pricehigh 
Unit price of available high response per day 4.3896 £/MWh 
Utilisation_unit_p
riceprimary 
Unit price of utilised primary response per day 4.4204 £/MWh 
Utilisation_unit_p
secondaryrice 
Unit price of utilised secondary response per day 4.4204 £/MWh 
Utilisation_unit_p
ricehigh 
Unit price of utilised high response per day 2.2102 £/MWh 
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         Based on (4.5) and (4.6), the income of the flywheel energy storage system in 
Scenario 2 providing 60 MW of primary, secondary and high response is £29.168k/day. 
For 20-year time scale, the total income is hence £213m. Similarly, the revenue of the 
VESS to provide 60 MW of primary and secondary response and 180 MW of high 
response is £43.946k/day. Therefore, the total income for a 20-year timescale is £321m 
in Scenario 3 which is 50% higher than Scenario 2. 
4.5. Summary  
       A frequency control scheme of a VESS was developed. A VESS is formed by 
coordinating domestic refrigerators and units of the flywheel energy storage system to 
provide functions similar to a conventional flywheel energy storage system, but with 
higher capacity and lower costs. In the VESS, refrigerators change their power 
consumption immediately following the frequency deviations. While units of the 
flywheel energy storage system cover the power mismatch between the required response 
from the VESS and refrigerators response. The required response from the VESS was 
determined using a droop control. 
       The frequency controller was designed and added to the internal temperature 
controller of refrigerators. The integrated frequency and the temperature control scheme 
maintains the primary function of refrigerators and mitigates the impact of the reduction 
in load diversity amongst the population. 
        Two frequency control schemes of the flywheel energy storage system were 
designed, namely, the Coordinated Constant Droop Control (CCDC) and the Coordinated 
Adaptive Droop Control (CADC). These control schemes can be used for other types of 
energy storage systems. These control strategies reduce the number of committed units 
when frequency deviations are small compared to the Conventional Droop Control (CDC) 
where all units must be committed. Therefore, prolong the lifetime of each unit of the 
energy storage system by minimising their charging/discharging cycles. Since the CADC 
strategy provides a similar level of aggregated response to the CDC, the CADC strategy 
was adopted.  
        Case studies were undertaken to evaluate the performance of the frequency control 
scheme of the VESS. The VESS was connected to a simplified GB power system to 
provide a low-frequency response after a loss of generation, a high-frequency response 
following the loss of demand and an enhanced frequency response service. In the low-
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frequency case (Case 1), the VESS delivered a similar aggregated response compared 
with the strategy using flywheel energy storage system alone, but used only one-third of 
the flywheel units. In the high-frequency case (Case 2), the aggregated response from the 
VESS was approximately three times larger than the response of only using flywheel 
energy storage system. In Continuous frequency response case (Case 3), the frequency 
control scheme of the VESS provided dynamic frequency response. In summary, the 
response from the frequency control scheme of the VESS was 60 MW when the frequency 
dropped to 49.5 Hz and 140 MW when the frequency rose to approximately 50.4 Hz. 
       Capital costs were briefly estimated, and then the economic benefits of using only 
the flywheel energy storage system and the VESS to provide frequency response services 
were approximately calculated. The VESS is estimated to obtain higher profits compared 
with the case that only uses the flywheel energy storage system.  
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5. A voltage control scheme to support the integration of 
distributed generation    
 
       A coordinated voltage control scheme of a Virtual Energy Storage System (VESS) 
to support voltage control of a medium voltage distribution network was designed to 
accommodate Distributed Generation (DG). 
       The VESS is an aggregation of Demand Response (DR) units and Energy Storage 
Systems (ESSs). An industrial bitumen tank model as a demand response unit and a 
battery energy storage system model were used to demonstrate the performance of the 
voltage control scheme. Models of the bitumen tank and the battery energy storage system 
were presented in Chapter 3. The control scheme was established using Matab®/Simulink 
on the same PC utilized to develop the models in Chapter 3. 
5.1.  The voltage control scheme of a virtual energy storage system 
       The voltage control scheme of the VESS is shown in Fig. 5.1. Demand response units 
used a local voltage controller, which does not require communication with other units 
and hence is not affected by communication latency or loss of connection. However, 
challenges facing the implementation of this local control of flexible demand are the 
uncertainty of the amount and the duration of the response. The energy storage system 
used a voltage control relying on remote voltage measuring devices. These devices were 
connected only to vulnerable busbars with respect to voltage violations. Consequently, 
the energy storage system is expected to eliminate any voltage violations following the 
provision of demand response. Therefore, the VESS allows the demand response to 
mitigate the voltage deviation first which reduces the required capacity of the energy 
storage system.  
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Fig. 5.1 The voltage control scheme of a VESS. 
       Since the aim of this study is to support the voltage control, it is assumed that the 
voltages at all busbars are measured every 1 min. and voltage controllers of the VESS 
components are pre-set time delays before taking action. Table 5.1 shows the time delay 
settings for the VESS components and also for the existing network voltage control 
strategy, which are voltage controllers of the On-Load Tap Changing (OLTC) transformer 
and the Voltage Regulator (VR). The coordination between the aforementioned voltage 
control mechanisms is achieved by setting the voltage controllers with different time 
delay settings.  
       The voltage control of demand response units have a small time delay setting (i.e. 
τDR) while the voltage control of the energy storage system has a longer time delay setting 
(i.e. τESS). Hence demand response units respond before the energy storage system, 
because demand response units have larger aggregated capacity compared with energy 
storage unit and they are distributed over the network. To avoid any voltage hunting 
problem between the voltage control scheme of the VESS and the voltage control of the 
OLTC transformer and the VR, they were assigned different delay settings (i.e. τOLTC and 
τVR). The voltage control scheme assigns longer time delay settings for the OLTC 
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transformer and VR to avoid frequent tap changing actions, or to reduce the number of 
actions required.   
TABLE 5.1 THE TIME DELAY SETTINGS OF THE 
VESS AND TRANSFORMERS FOR VOLTAGE 
CONTROL 
Controller 
Time Delay 
(min.) 
Demand response units (τDR) 1 
Energy storage system (τESS) 2 
Voltage regulator transformer (τVR) 3 
On load tap changing transformer (τOLTC) 4 
5.1.1. The voltage control of a bitumen tank 
The control scheme of the bitumen tank is shown in Fig. 5.2. In addition to the 
existing inherent temperature controller presented in Chapter 3, the voltage controller was 
added to the control scheme of the bitumen tank. The temperature control measures the 
temperature (T) of a tank and generates a temperature state signal (ST). The voltage control 
measures the busbar voltage (V) and generates high and low voltages state signals (SHV) 
and (SLV). The final switching signal (Sfinal) to the heater is then determined by logic gates, 
which ensures the priority of the temperature control. In this way, the voltage control will 
not undermine the hot storage function of the bitumen tank. 
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Fig. 5.2 The voltage control of a bitumen tank. 
If T is lower than the low-temperature limit (TBT_low) the temperature state signal (ST) 
is 1, and if the T is higher than the high temperature limit (TBT_high) the temperature state 
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signal (ST) is 0. The voltage controller switches ON/OFF the bitumen tank in response to 
voltage deviations. The controller assigns a pair of voltage set-points, namely (VON) and 
(VOFF), which dynamically and linearly varies with the temperature of the bitumen tank 
as shown in Fig. 5.2. The voltage controller continuously compares the measured voltage 
V with the voltage set-points. If V is higher than VON, the voltage control generates a high 
voltage state signal (SHV) of 1 and the bitumen tank is switched ON, alternatively SHV is 
0. In contrast, if V is lower than VOFF, the voltage control generates a low voltage state 
signal (SLV) of 1 and the bitumen tank is switched OFF, otherwise SLV is 0.  
       Table 5.2 shows the truth table of the logic gates (illustrated in Fig. 5.2). Rows 2 and 
6 represent high voltage states, and in row 2 the bitumen tank responds to the high voltage 
by switching ON. Rows 3 and 7 represent low voltage states, and in row 7 the bitumen 
tank responds to the low voltage by switching OFF. In rows 1 and 5, the main function of 
the tank is not disturbed because measured V are higher than VOFF and lower than VON. 
Rows 4 and 8 are not feasible states because the busbar voltage cannot be higher and 
lower than a reference value simultaneously. A 25 seconds minimum ON/OFF switching 
time was applied to each tank, to avoid frequent switching actions caused by the voltage 
control which may damage the heater. 
TABLE 5.2 THE TRUTH TABLE OF 
LOGIC GATES IN FIG. 5.2 
Row ST SLV SHV Sfinal 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 1 1 
3 0 1 0 0 
4 0 1 1 - 
5 1 0 0 1 
6 1 0 1 1 
7 1 1 0 0 
8 1 1 1 - 
In a population of bitumen tanks, a bitumen tank having a higher temperature than 
others will have a higher VON and a lower VOFF values as indicated in Fig. 5.2. If the 
voltage drops, the bitumen tank with the highest temperature will be first to switch OFF 
because its temperature is the closest to the high temperature limit). As a result, it has the 
longest potential response (i.e. requires the longest time to reach the low-temperature 
limit). On the contrary, bitumen tanks will be switched ON in response to a voltage rise 
starting from the bitumen tank with the lowest temperature. Therefore, the number of 
bitumen tanks committed to respond to voltage deviations increases linearly with the 
increase in voltage deviations and hence the power consumption. Thus, all the demand 
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response units are committed if the voltage accessed the limits.  
       In this study, it was assumed that the distribution network voltage limits are ± 6% of 
nominal value (i.e. 0.94 p.u.-1.06 p.u.)  [32]. Also, it is assumed that the voltage control 
dead-bands are ± 3% of the nominal value (i.e. 0.97 p.u.-1.03 p.u.). These dead-band 
values allow bitumen tanks to perform their primary function of hot supply under small 
voltage deviations.  
5.1.2. The voltage control of a battery energy storage system  
       As a part of the setup of the voltage controller of the battery energy storage system, 
locations of the most vulnerable busbars with respect to the voltage violation were 
identified. These busbars are often the ones loaded heavily or with a large DG connection 
capacity. Remote monitoring devices were installed to these busbars to measure and send 
the voltage to the voltage controller of the battery energy storage system. 
       Figure 5.3 shows the voltage controller of the battery energy storage system. The 
controller initially determines the most deviated busbars (i.e. VMD1 and VMD2). Then, 
through Table 5.3, selects the designated busbar. Droop controls set the required active 
and reactive powers injection/absorption from the energy storage system using the 
voltage of the designated busbar. The high and the low voltage limits (i.e. Vhigh_limit and 
Vlow_limit) in Fig. 5.3 were set to 1.06 p.u. and 0.94 p.u. based on [32], the droop control 
settings (Ni_ESS and Mi_ESS) were obtained from voltage sensitivity factors.  
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Fig. 5.3 The voltage control of a battery energy storage system.  
The voltage controller of the battery energy storage system classifies the received 
voltages from the monitored busbars into zones as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. 
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1 1.03 1.060.970.94
RL RHYL YHGL GH
Bus voltage (p.u.)  
Fig. 5.4 The busbar voltage zones. 
       The received voltages fall under one of the following zones:  
1. Red zones (RH and RL) represent the voltage violation ranges, i.e. busbar voltage 
violates (exceeds) the ± 6% limits of the nominal value (i.e. 1 p.u.). 
2. Yellow zones (YL and YH) represent the severe voltage deviation ranges, i.e. busbar 
voltage deviates largely (i.e. equal or larger than ± 3% of the nominal value) from the 
nominal value yet within the limits of ± 6%. 
3. Green zones (GL and GH) represent the slight voltage deviation ranges, i.e. busbar 
voltage deviates marginally (i.e. smaller than ± 3% of the nominal value) from the 
nominal value. 
       In the worst case, the network will suffer from high voltage deviations in both the 
high and the low voltage directions (i.e. two directions). To address this case, the voltage 
controller selects the two busbars with the largest voltage deviations, of which the voltage 
deviations may or may not exceed the limits. Then, these selected two busbars’ voltages 
are placed on the MD1-axis and the MD2-axis of Table 5.3 to identify the designated 
busbar and its target voltage. In the case of having more than two monitored busbars with 
voltage violations, by mitigating the extreme cases, the less severe voltage violations will 
also be released.  
       The designated busbar is the busbar which the battery energy storage system aims to 
regulate its voltage by charging/discharging the active and the reactive powers and is 
determined by the following rules: 
• If no voltage violation occurs, i.e. all monitored busbar voltages are within limits, no 
designated busbar is assigned and the battery energy storage system takes no action. 
• If the two busbars have opposite directions of voltage violations, no designated busbar 
is assigned and the battery energy storage system takes no action.   
• If both busbars have a similar direction of voltage deviations (i.e. voltages of both 
busbars are above/below a nominal value), the designated busbar is the busbar with a 
higher voltage violation (RH or RL). The battery energy storage system will then 
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charge/discharge to bring the voltage of the designated busbar back to the voltage limit 
(i.e. high or low voltage limits). 
• If the two busbars have opposite directions of voltage deviation (i.e. one busbar voltage 
is above a nominal value and the other is below it), the designated busbar is the one not 
violating voltage limits (YL or YH). The battery energy storage system will charge or 
discharge to push the voltage of the designated busbar to the voltage limit (i.e. high or 
low voltage limits), therefore reduce the other busbar’s voltage violation. 
TABLE 5.3 THE VOLTAGE CONTROL SETTING OF 
THE ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM  
A high voltage deviation 
MD2-axis busbar 
 
 
0 MD1L MD2H MD2H MD2H 
MD2H  
r          
gMD1H 
 
MD2H 0 0 0 0 MD1H 
A high voltage 
deviation 
MD1-axis busbar 
MD1L 0 0 0 0 MD1H 
MD1L 0 0 0 0 MD1H 
 
MD2L 0 0 0 0 MD2L 
 
MD1L  
   MD2L 
MD1L MD2L MD2L MD1H 0 
 
 
where: 
MD1H: The designated busbar is the MD1-axis busbar, its target voltage is the High 
voltage limit (i.e. 1.06 p.u.). 
MD1L: The designated busbar is the MD1-axis busbar, its target voltage is the Low 
voltage limit (i.e. 0.94 p.u.). 
MD2H: The designated busbar is the MD2-axis busbar, its target voltage is the High 
voltage limit. 
MD2L: The designated busbar is the MD2-axis busbar, its target voltage is the Low 
voltage limit. 
0    : No action from the battery energy storage system. 
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A) The droop control of the battery energy storage system   
       The voltage controller of the battery energy storage system responds to the voltage 
deviation of the designated busbar (i) through a droop control (5.1). The required change 
in the voltage of the designated busbar i (∆Vi in p.u.) was determined through Table 5.3. 
This required change in the voltage is the difference between its measured value and its 
target value. Then, the required changes in the active power (∆PES in p.u.) and the reactive 
power (∆QES in p.u) of the battery energy storage system were calculated using (5.1). 
∆𝑉𝑖 = 𝑀𝑖_𝐸𝑆𝑆×∆𝑃𝐸𝑆𝑆 + 𝑁𝑖_𝐸𝑆𝑆×∆𝑄𝐸𝑆𝑆                               (5.1) 
where Mi_ESS is the voltage sensitivity factor (in voltage p.u./power p.u.) which relates the 
change in the active power of the battery energy storage system to the change in the 
voltage of busbar i and Ni_ESS is the voltage sensitivity factor (in voltage p.u./power p.u.) 
which relates the change in the reactive power of the battery energy storage system to the 
change in the voltage of busbar i. The value of Mi_ESS and Ni_ESS is determined as 
illustrated below in section B. 
B) The voltage sensitivity factors matrices  
       A large voltage sensitivity factor implies that a change in the active and/or the 
reactive powers at a busbar drives a large change in the voltage at the corresponding 
busbar [138]. The voltage sensitivity factors matrices (5.3) - (5.4) were extracted from 
the Jacobian matrix in (5.2):     
[
∆𝑃
∆𝑄
] = [
𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝛿
𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝑄
𝜕𝛿
𝜕𝑄
𝜕𝑉
] [
∆𝛿
∆𝑉
]                                             (5.2) 
where       
𝑀 = [
𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑉
−
𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝛿
∙ [
𝜕𝑄
𝜕𝛿
]
−1
∙
𝜕𝑄
𝜕𝑉
]
−1
                                       (5.3) 
                                                   𝑁 = −𝑀 ∙
𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝛿
∙ [
𝜕𝑄
𝜕𝛿
]
−1
                                                (5.4)                                                 
where: 
 
𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝛿
  is the partial derivative of the active power with respect to voltage angle. 
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𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑉
  is the partial derivative of the active power with respect to voltage magnitude. 
𝜕𝑄
𝜕𝛿
  is the partial derivative of the reactive power with respect to voltage angle. 
𝜕𝑄
𝜕𝑉
  is the partial derivative of the reactive power with respect to voltage magnitude. 
∆V is the change in voltage magnitude. 
∆δ is the change in voltage angle. 
      The reactive power of the energy storage system is prioritised over its active power 
in order to minimise the charging or discharging of the battery. The required reactive 
power was obtained by setting the active power to zero in (5.1). If the required reactive 
power was higher than its rated value, the battery energy storage system would then 
provide both the active and the reactive powers supports. Accordingly, the reactive power 
is set to its rated value to calculate the required active power value in (5.1).  
       A detailed step-by-step example of how the voltage controller works is given 
hereafter; assuming that there are three busbars A, B, C that are the most vulnerable 
busbars with monitoring devices. The received values from the three busbars are 1.0654 
p.u., 1.0661 p.u. and 1.0614 p.u.. 
1- The received voltage values (i.e. 1.0654 p.u., 1.0661 p.u. and 1.0614 p.u.) from the 
monitored busbars A, B and C are all classified into the red zone (RH).  
2- Busbar A and busbar B are selected to be placed on Table 5.3 axes. Busbar A is 
placed on the MD1-axis and busbar B is placed on the MD2-axis arbitrarily.   
3- Since both busbars have voltage violations (i.e. RH) and busbar B has the larger 
voltage violation, the intersected cell identifies the MD2-axis busbar (i.e. busbar B) 
as the designated busbar and its target voltage is the high voltage limit (i.e. YH).  
4- The response from the battery energy storage system is expected to bring the 
voltage of busbar B back to the limit (i.e. the target voltage is 1.06 p.u.). A smaller 
value of the target voltage of 1.0585 p.u. is used to compensate for any changes in 
voltage sensitivity factors. Values of voltage sensitivity factors may change slightly 
due to changes in loading conditions or DG generations. Therefore, the change in 
busbar B voltage is calculated:  
 ∆𝑉𝐵 = 1.0661 − 1.0585 = 0.0076  𝑝. 𝑢. 
5- Equation (5.1) is used to calculate the required response for the battery energy 
storage system. To find the required change in reactive power, the active power 
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component is set to zero in (5.1). Assuming that MB_ESS equals to 0.0806 voltage 
p.u./power p.u. and NB_ESS equals to 0.326 voltage p.u./power p.u. in (5.1). 
Therefore: 
0.0076 = 0×0.0806 + 0.326×∆𝑄 ⟹ ∆𝑄 = 0.0233 𝑝. 𝑢. 
       The rated reactive power is assumed to be 0.0184 p.u. in this example, hence the 
calculated value is larger than the rated reactive power. Therefore, both the active and the 
reactive powers are required. Setting the change in reactive power to the rated value and 
solve for the change in active power in (5.1):     
0.0076 = ∆𝑃𝐸𝑆𝑆×0.0806 + 0.326×0.0184 ⟹ ∆𝑃𝐸𝑆𝑆 = 0.0198 𝑝. 𝑢. 
C) The State of Charge control of the battery energy storage system 
       The state of charge control of the battery energy storage system maintains the state 
of charge value within a certain range from the midpoint (i.e. 50%±10%). Consequently, 
any forthcoming charging or discharging requirements are expected to be met.  
       Figure 5.5 shows the State of Charge (SoC) control of the battery energy storage 
system. When the voltage of all monitored busbars are in the green zones and the state of 
charge is outside the 10% range from the 50% value, the controller charges/discharges 
the battery energy storage system to bring back the state of charge to that range. The 
voltage of the monitored busbar which is having the largest Voltage Sensitivity Factor 
(VSF) is regulated to absorb/deploy the active power of the battery energy storage system. 
This ensures that deploying or absorbing battery energy storage system power will not 
cause voltage violations.  
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1 p.u.
VLargest VSF busbar
0.97 p.u
SoC < 40%
SoC > 60%
 P
 V
 VLargest VSF busbar  PESS
MLargest VSF_ESS
M
V < 1 p.u.
V > 1 p.u.
1.03 p.u.
1 p.u
V < 1 p.u.
V > 1 p.u.
 
Fig. 5.5 The state of charge control of a battery energy storage system.  
5.2. The test system  
5.2.1. The UK generic distribution system 
       The network studied in this research, i.e. one of the networks of the United Kingdom 
Generic Distribution System (UKGDS) project, is illustrated in Fig. 5.6. Models of 
several distribution networks were developed in the UKGDS project, which are 
representative of the typical distribution networks in the UK, to support the analysis of 
network related issues and the assessment of the impact/benefits of new technologies. 
The network used in this research is a simplified representation of a rural, low customer 
density distribution network. This network has long lines and all loads at the 11 kV 
voltage level were lumped to the 33 kV busbars for simplicity [139]. The 33 kV radial 
network was used to evaluate the voltage control scheme of the VESS. The network 
supplied by two identical 33 MVA On-Load Tap Changing (OLTC) (132/33 kV) 
transformers, has 15-busbars and supplies a peak load of 38.94 MVA with a power factor 
of 0.98. A Voltage Regulator (VR) and a sub-sea cable are connecting busbar 8 to busbar 
7. Half-hourly loads and DG profiles were used [139]. Based on the load profiles, the 
network minimum load is 4.74 MVA.  
       A 3% of the UKGDS energy demand was considered as an Electric Vehicles (EV) 
charging demand consistently with the projection of the energy demand for electric 
vehicles in the year 2030 in the UK [3]. Electric vehicles loads were assumed to be 
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distributed in proportion to the peak load at each load busbar. An electric vehicle charging 
profile was obtained from [3]. 
In the UK, the connection of DG is traditionally limited to levels that allows the 
operation of DG at rated power during the outage of the highest rated distribution circuit 
which is often the transformer, this is known as firm DG connection arrangement [140]. 
Accordingly, the UKGDS firm connection is 37.74 MVA (i.e. 33 KVA transformer 
capacity plus 4.74 MVA minimum load). 
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Fig. 5.6 The UK Generic Distribution System (UKGDS) network. 
5.2.2. Locations and capacities of distributed generation  
A) Locations and capacities of solar photovoltaics  
       The first type of distributed generation (DG) connected to the UKGDS was the solar 
panels (i.e. Photovoltaic (PV)). Solar panels were connected to 11 busbars, i.e. it were 
connected to all load busbars excluding the main busbar (i.e. busbar no. 1 in Fig. 5.6). 
Solar panels were assumed to be distributed in proportion to the maximum load at each 
busbar. The penetration level of solar panels at each busbar (e.g. PV%i at busbar i) was 
set according to (5.5). 10% and 20% penetration levels of solar panels were assumed. 
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𝑃𝑉%𝑖  =
𝑃𝑃𝑉_𝑖
𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑃𝑙𝑖
𝑚𝑎𝑥 
                                                       (5.5) 
where PratedPV_i is the aggregated rated power of all solar panels connected to busbar i and 
Plmaxi is the maximum total load of busbar i. 
B) Locations and capacities of wind farms  
The second type of DG connected to the studied network was the wind farms. In 
addition to the existing wind farm at busbar 15, four new wind farms were connected to 
the network. All wind farms were located far from the substation and at the end of 
individual feeders. The capacities of these wind farms were optimised using a developed 
Genetic Algorithm (GA). 
The network hosting capacity for DG is the total DG capacity allowed into the 
network without violating network constraints under the minimum loading condition.  
The network constraints considered are the thermal limits of branches and the voltage 
limits. The UKGDS hosting capacity for DG was optimised by using GA. 
Based on the locations of solar panels and wind farms presented early, Genetic 
Algorithm maximises the total capacity of the wind farms at a given penetration level of 
solar panels. Genetic Algorithm iteratively modifies a population of individual solutions 
(Fig. 5.7). For each GA solution, MATPOWER [141] was employed to find load flow 
solution and hence violations of the voltage and the thermal constraints were checked. 
The optimisation objective function and constraints are described in (5.6)-(5.7). The 
parameters of GA used are listed in Table 5.4. 
      The objective function    
                                                     max (∑ 𝑃𝑤𝑖
𝑁𝑤
𝑖=1  )                                                  (5.6) 
      Subject to: 
𝑇𝑖
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑇𝑖 ≤ 𝑇𝑖
𝑚𝑎𝑥     𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠                        (5.7.a) 
𝑆𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑆
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖𝑗    𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁𝑏𝑢𝑠                                      (5.7.b) 
𝑉𝑖
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑉𝑖 ≤ 𝑉𝑖
𝑚𝑎𝑥    𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑏𝑢𝑠                                (5.7.c) 
where: 
Nw: No. of wind farms considered  
Pwi: Power capacity of wind farm i (MW) 
Ti: Tap ratio of a transformer i (i.e. OLTC and VR) 
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Ti
max,Ti
min: Maximum and minimum tap ratio of a transformer i (i.e. OLTC and VR) 
Sij: Appetent power flow between busbar i and busbar j (MVA)  
Sij
max: Thermal limit the branch connecting bus i to busbar j (MVA) 
Vi : Voltage of busbar i (kV) 
Vi
max,Vi
min: Maximum and minimum voltages limits at busbar i (kV) 
TABLE 5.4 PARAMETERS OF THE GENETIC 
ALGORITHM  
Parameter Value 
Number of generations (iterations) 60 
Population size 120 
Elitism size  120 
Tournament selection probability 100% 
Single point crossover probability 100% 
Heuristic mutation probability 10% 
Generate 
individual
Load Flow 
All population 
generated?
Crossover
Mutation
Load Flow 
Within the 
constraints?
All population 
checked?
End 
Yes 
Generate 
new 
individual
No 
Fill the 
Archive
No 
Start
Within the 
constraints?
Yes 
No 
No 
Iteration no. 
reached?
No 
Group archive and 
population 
individuals and sort 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes
Archive
Population
 
Fig. 5.7 The flowchart of the Genetic Algorithm developed.  
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       Table 5.5 shows the distribution network hosting capacity for DG evaluated by the 
optimisation for different penetration levels of solar panels. As solar panels penetration 
level increased, the total capacity of wind farms allowed into the UKGDS decreased. Any 
rise in the solar panels penetration level increases the network voltage further, which 
leaves a smaller permissible voltage deviation to be caused by the wind farms.   
TABLE 5.5 THE UKGDS HOSTING CAPACITY FOR DG 
PV penetration 
level 
PV total 
capacity (MW) 
Wind farms total 
capacity (MW) 
Total DG 
capacity (MW) 
0 0 45.8 45.8 
10% 3.28 43.8 47.63 
20 % 6.55 41.9 48.45 
 
5.2.3. Locations and capacities of the virtual energy storage system components   
A) Locations and capacities of the demand response units  
       It was assumed that 11 busbars of the UKGDS had flexible loads and the power 
consumption of non-flexible loads was not affected by voltage variations. The penetration 
level of demand response at each busbar (e.g. DR%i at busbar i) was defined in (5.8) 
𝐷𝑅%𝑖 =
𝑃𝑙𝐷𝑅_𝑖
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑃𝑙𝑖
𝑚𝑎𝑥                                                     (5.8) 
where PlmaxDR_i is the aggregated maximum power of all demand response units connected 
to busbar i and Plmaxi is the maximum total load of busbar i. 
       Under 30% demand response penetration level, 9.8 MW of demand response 
aggregated capacity was connected to the UKGDS. Assuming all bitumen tanks have a 
typical power consumption of 40 kW, 245 bitumen tanks are connected in the UKGDS 
network. 
       In the presence of the flexible (i.e. controllable) demand, the UKGDS hosting 
capacity for DG was increased, because the total minimum load used to calculate the 
hosting capacity was increased by the addition of the flexible loads. The hosting capacity 
for DG in the presence of the flexible demand was obtained by genetic algorithm 
presented earlier. Table 5.6 shows the hosting capacity for DG with different Demand 
Response (DR) penetration levels obtained by Genetic Algorithm at 20% solar panels 
penetration levels. For instance, with a 30% demand response penetration level (i.e. 9.8 
MW of aggregated capacity), 60.25 MW of DG capacity is allowed into the network. This 
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60.25 MW of DG capacity is composed of, 6.55 MW of total solar panels capacity (i.e. 
20% solar panels penetration level) and 53.70 MW of total wind farms capacity. 
TABLE 5.6 THE UKGDS HOSTING CAPACITY FOR DG WITH 
DEMAND RESPONSE 
DR penetration level DR total capacity (MW) Total DG capacity (MW) 
10 % 3.28 52.15 
20% 6.55 56.45 
30 % 9.83 60.25 
B) Location and capacity of the battery energy storage system 
       The battery energy storage system was connected to the busbar having largest values 
of voltage sensitivity factors with respect to the monitored busbars, which are the most 
vulnerable busbars with respect to voltage violation. Therefore, the vulnerable busbars of 
the UKGDS should be identified first.  
       Intuitively, busbar 4 and busbar 7 might suffer for a large voltage deviation, because 
busbar 4 have the largest proportion of the network load and busbar 7 connects VR with 
several busbars. A simple test was carried out to identify the most vulnerable busbars with 
respect to the voltage violation. For the DG capacity of 60.25 MW and 20% rather than 
30% penetration level of demand response, busbars 4, 6, and 7 violated voltage limits as 
shown in Table 5.7. Therefore, busbar 4 and busbar 7 were nominated to be monitored 
by the voltage controller of the battery energy storage system. Table 5.7 shows the studied 
network voltage sensitivity factors for the change in the voltage at a busbar due to the 
change in the active power output at the corresponding busbar. While Table 5.8 shows 
the studied network voltage sensitivity factors for the change in the voltage at a busbar 
due to the change in the reactive power output at the corresponding busbar. 
       Based on the voltage sensitivity factors, busbar 5 had the largest voltage sensitivity 
factors with respect to busbars 4, 6, and 7. Consequently, the battery energy storage 
system was connected to busbar 5, hence it monitors busbar 5 voltage. Since busbars 5 
and 6 are located on the same feeder, no remote monitoring device was connected to the 
vulnerable busbar 6. 
       In summary, the voltage control of the battery energy storage system monitors the 
voltage of busbars 4, 7 and 5. It utilises the voltage sensitivity factors values shown in 
Table 5.9 as droop control gains. 
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TABLE 5.7 THE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK VOLTAGE AND VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY FACTORS WITH RESPECT TO THE ACTIVE POWER   
Busbar 
voltage 
(p.u.) 
 Busbar 
B
u
sb
a
r
 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1.014936 1 -0.0072 -0.0251 -0.0237 -0.0249 -0.0242 -0.0249 -0.0245 -0.0248 -0.0275 -0.0272 -0.0271 -0.0090 -0.0094 -0.0107 -0.0136 
1.05364 2 -0.0070 0.0877 0.0227 0.0196 0.0212 0.0195 0.0203 0.0194 0.0130 0.0139 0.0139 -0.0087 -0.0092 -0.0104 -0.0132 
1.055432 3 -0.0070 0.0203 0.0834 0.0786 0.0810 0.0784 0.0795 0.0782 0.0688 0.0702 0.0700 -0.0087 -0.0092 -0.0104 -0.0132 
1.06186 4 -0.0070 0.0202 0.0829 0.1065 0.0805 0.0779 0.0791 0.0778 0.0683 0.0698 0.0696 -0.0087 -0.0091 -0.0103 -0.0131 
1.059144 5 -0.0070 0.0202 0.0831 0.0783 0.5661 0.5578 0.0793 0.0780 0.0685 0.0700 0.0698 -0.0087 -0.0091 -0.0104 -0.0132 
1.062776 6 -0.0070 0.0202 0.0829 0.0781 0.5642 0.9243 0.0790 0.0777 0.0683 0.0697 0.0695 -0.0087 -0.0091 -0.0103 -0.0131 
1.064147 7 -0.0070 0.0202 0.0831 0.0783 0.0807 0.0781 0.4900 0.4864 0.4603 0.4650 0.4638 -0.0087 -0.0091 -0.0104 -0.0132 
1.024445 8 -0.0067 0.0194 0.0798 0.0752 0.0775 0.0750 0.4707 0.5381 0.5092 0.5144 0.5130 -0.0083 -0.0088 -0.0099 -0.0126 
1.033995 9 -0.0067 0.0193 0.0792 0.0746 0.0769 0.0744 0.4672 0.5341 1.0125 1.0226 1.0199 -0.0083 -0.0087 -0.0099 -0.0125 
1.031089 10 -0.0067 0.0193 0.0794 0.0748 0.0771 0.0746 0.4685 0.5356 1.0154 1.9444 1.0228 -0.0083 -0.0087 -0.0099 -0.0126 
1.03322 11 -0.0067 0.0193 0.0793 0.0748 0.0771 0.0746 0.4681 0.5351 1.0145 1.0246 2.5655 -0.0083 -0.0087 -0.0099 -0.0126 
1.021524 12 -0.0072 -0.0249 -0.0236 -0.0248 -0.0241 -0.0247 -0.0243 -0.024 -0.0274 -0.0270 -0.0270 0.1673 0.0634 0.1214 0.1094 
1.023176 13 -0.0072 -0.0249 -0.0236 -0.0248 -0.0241 -0.0247 -0.0243 -0.024 -0.0273 -0.0270 -0.0270 0.0644 0.3016 0.1519 0.1377 
1.029828 14 -0.0071 -0.0248 -0.0234 -0.0246 -0.0240 -0.0246 -0.0242 -0.024 -0.0272 -0.0269 -0.0268 0.1268 0.1567 0.2869 0.2649 
1.04885 15 -0.0070 -0.0243 -0.0230 -0.0242 -0.0235 -0.0241 -0.0237 -0.024 -0.0267 -0.0264 -0.0263 0.1246 0.1540 0.2819 0.6320 
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TABLE 5.8 THE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK VOLTAGE AND VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY FACTORS WITH RESPECT TO THE REACTIVE POWER   
Busbar 
voltage 
(p.u.) 
 Busbar 
B
u
sb
a
r
 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1.014936 1 -0.125 -0.127 -0.127 -0.127 -0.127 -0.127 -0.127 -0.127 -0.128 -0.128 -0.128 -0.126 -0.126 -0.126 -0.126 
1.05364 2 -0.122 -0.368 -0.249 -0.249 -0.249 -0.249 -0.249 -0.249 -0.250 -0.250 -0.250 -0.122 -0.122 -0.122 -0.122 
1.055432 3 -0.122 -0.248 -0.327 -0.327 -0.327 -0.328 -0.327 -0.328 -0.328 -0.329 -0.328 -0.122 -0.122 -0.122 -0.122 
1.06186 4 -0.121 -0.247 -0.325 -0.353 -0.326 -0.326 -0.326 -0.326 -0.326 -0.327 -0.326 -0.121 -0.121 -0.122 -0.122 
1.059144 5 -0.122 -0.248 -0.326 -0.326 -0.682 -0.682 -0.326 -0.326 -0.327 -0.327 -0.327 -0.122 -0.122 -0.122 -0.122 
1.062776 6 -0.121 -0.247 -0.325 -0.325 -0.679 -1.007 -0.325 -0.325 -0.326 -0.326 -0.326 -0.121 -0.121 -0.121 -0.121 
1.064147 7 -0.122 -0.247 -0.326 -0.326 -0.326 -0.326 -0.695 -0.695 -0.697 -0.698 -0.697 -0.122 -0.122 -0.122 -0.122 
1.024445 8 -0.117 -0.238 -0.313 -0.313 -0.313 -0.313 -0.668 -0.769 -0.771 -0.772 -0.771 -0.117 -0.117 -0.117 -0.117 
1.033995 9 -0.116 -0.236 -0.311 -0.311 -0.311 -0.311 -0.663 -0.764 -1.476 -1.478 -1.475 -0.116 -0.116 -0.116 -0.116 
1.031089 10 -0.116 -0.237 -0.312 -0.312 -0.312 -0.312 -0.664 -0.766 -1.480 -2.120 -1.479 -0.116 -0.116 -0.116 -0.116 
1.03322 11 -0.116 -0.236 -0.311 -0.311 -0.311 -0.312 -0.664 -0.765 -1.479 -1.481 -2.649 -0.116 -0.116 -0.116 -0.116 
1.021524 12 -0.125 -0.126 -0.127 -0.127 -0.127 -0.127 -0.127 -0.127 -0.127 -0.127 -0.127 -0.348 -0.231 -0.292 -0.292 
1.023176 13 -0.125 -0.126 -0.126 -0.126 -0.126 -0.126 -0.127 -0.127 -0.127 -0.127 -0.127 -0.231 -0.446 -0.336 -0.336 
1.029828 14 -0.124 -0.126 -0.126 -0.126 -0.126 -0.126 -0.126 -0.126 -0.126 -0.126 -0.126 -0.290 -0.334 -0.453 -0.453 
1.04885 15 -0.122 -0.123 -0.123 -0.123 -0.123 -0.124 -0.124 -0.124 -0.124 -0.124 -0.124 -0.285 -0.328 -0.445 -0.723 
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TABLE 5.9 VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY FACTORS (VOLTAGE P.U./POWER P.U.) 
 Busbar 4 Voltage Busbar 5 Voltage Busbar 7 voltage 
ESS Active Power 0.0805 0.564 0.0806 
ESS Reactive Power 0.325 0.681 0.326 
       The power and the energy capacities of the battery energy storage system were 
determined by a time series load flow analysis. This analysis was conducted using the 
UKGDS with DG at different periods of the year. Whenever a voltage violation occurs, 
the required active and reactive powers values from battery energy storage system were 
calculated to eliminate that violation. These required power values were calculated 
according to (5.1) using voltage sensitivity factors listed in Table 5.7.C. As a result, the 
power capacity of the battery energy storage system is the maximum value of active 
power values. Whereas, its energy capacity was the integration of consecutive 
deployed/absorbed active power values. For 9.83 MW capacity of demand response and 
60.25 MW capacity of DG and utilising one summer week, one winter week and one 
spring day periods, the energy storage system rated power and energy capacities were 
calculated to be 2.3 MW and 1.4 MWh. The maximum reactive power of the battery 
energy storage system was limited to 0.8 times of the rated active power, similar to the 
battery energy storage system installed in the CLNR project [94] to reduce the size of the 
converter installed. 
5.3. Case study  
       The performance of the voltage control scheme of the VESS was assessed against a 
base case of no VESS. The assessment was conducted using the UKGDS network with a 
connected DG capacity of 60.25 MW. The VESS components capacities used were 9.8 
MW of bitumen tanks and 2.3 MW of a battery energy storage system. Half-hourly 
generation and non-flexible demand profiles [139] were used.  
       In the base case, the voltage of the UKGDS was only controlled by the electronic 
On-Load Tap Changing (OLTC) transformer and a Voltage Regulator (VR). Controllers 
of the electronic OLTC transformer and the VR change discretely the tap position to 
regulate the transformer secondary voltage with a corresponding set-point and a 
bandwidth. Both the OLTC transformer and the VR had 20 tap positions (i.e. -0.85 +0.05 
as a per unit nominal value). When the secondary voltage deviates outside the bandwidth 
for a time longer than the controller time delay setting (τOLTC or τVR), the controller takes 
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action to return the voltage to the set-point. The controller changes the transformer tap 
position in proportion to the voltage deviation. 
       The voltage set-points of the OLTC transformer and the VR are listed in Table 5.10. 
These values allow network voltage levels close to the nominal value when no DG 
connected to the distribution system (except the existing wind farm at busbar 15). One 
winter week and one summer week load profiles were adopted to identify these set-points 
and bandwidths. 
TABLE 5.10 THE CONTROL SETTINGS OF THE 
OLTC TRANSFORMER AND THE VR  
Transformer  Parameter Value (p.u.) 
OLTC 
Voltage set-point/winter 1.0265 
Voltage set-point /summer 1.02 
Bandwidth 0.011 
VR 
Voltage set-point /all year 1.02 
Bandwidth 0.013 
       In the VESS case, non-flexible loads, which form 70 % of the loads, follow half 
hourly profiles. Whereas, 30% of loads profiles was the power consumption of the 
flexible loads (i.e. bitumen tanks). 
       A simple analysis aims to investigate the robustness of the voltage control scheme of 
the VESS against different DG penetration levels was carried out. Results were depicted 
in Fig. 5.8. Figure 5.8 shows the effect of different DG penetration levels (i.e. 0%-200% 
of the UKGDS hosting capacity for DG) on the UKGDS network maximum voltage 
deviation considering the cases with and without the voltage control scheme of the VESS. 
The 100% DG penetration level indicates the UKGDS hosting capacity for DG of 60.25 
MW. Under low DG penetration levels (i.e. less than 60%), the maximum voltage 
deviation in the UKGDS network with and without the control scheme of the VESS were 
similar. Under high DG penetration levels (i.e. 60% to 100%), the voltage control scheme 
of the VESS controlled the maximum voltage deviation to remain within the voltage limit 
(i.e. 0.06 p.u.) while the maximum voltage deviation exceeded the voltage limit without 
the VESS voltage control scheme. When the DG penetration level is higher than the 
network DG hosting capacity (i.e. higher than 100%), the maximum voltage deviation in 
the UKGDS network with and without the control scheme of the VESS were both 
breaching the voltage limits. With DG penetration levels higher than 100 % however, the 
voltage control scheme of the VESS reduced the maximum voltage violation more than 
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the base case. Figure 5.8 therefore, shows that the voltage control scheme of the VESS is 
able to reduce voltage violations caused by DG penetration levels higher than the UKGDS 
network hosting capacity (i.e. 100% or 60.25 MW). 
 
Fig. 5.8 UKGDS maximum voltage deviations at different DG penetration levels. 
The performance of the voltage control scheme of the VESS was evaluated using the 
following four test time periods, which covers all seasons of the year. The first test period 
was a spring day with high wind and solar generation and low demand. The second test 
period was a winter week with a high wind energy generation. The third test period was 
a summer week with a high solar generation. The fourth test period was an autumn week 
with high solar and wind generation. All time intervals were chosen with the aim of 
obtaining representative test periods of the different seasons of the year. These time 
intervals show to some extent the worst-case scenarios of high DG outputs and low 
demand. The first test period aims to simulate the scenario of a persistent high DG output 
and a low demand over several hours. Second, third and fourth test periods aim to 
investigate the impact of the voltage control scheme on the existing OLTC transformer 
and VR. Results were compared with the base case. A 1 minute resolution of load flow 
analysis was carried out using MATPOWER. The OLTC transformer and VR controllers 
were implemented using MATLAB. 
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1) First test period (a spring day) 
Figure 5.9 shows the total load, the wind and the solar generation for this test period. 
 
Fig. 5.9 The load, the wind and the solar generation in the first test period (a spring day). 
The coincidence of a high DG output and a low demand led to a voltage violation 
in the first five hours of the day (see Fig. 5.10). 
       The voltage control of the Demand Response (DR) units responded to the significant 
voltage deviation by switching ON a proper number of bitumen tanks (Fig. 5.11). A half 
hour later, those flexible loads started switching OFF due to reaching their high-
temperature limits. To mitigate limitations in the demand response, the battery energy 
storage system started charging to bring back monitored busbar voltages to limits. As a 
result, all busbar voltages were within limits (Fig. 5.12).  
       Figure 5.13 shows the distribution of busbars voltages over the spring day. The 
number of samples is 720 (i.e. 15 busbars over 48-time intervals). Figure 5.13 shows that 
with the VESS voltage control scheme, the voltage violations were eliminated and all 
busbars with very high voltages were reduced to the voltage permissible limit (i.e. 1.06 
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p.u.).  With the VESS voltage control scheme, the number of busbars with permissible 
high voltages was increased (i.e. between 1.03-1.06 p.u.). However, the ability of 
UKGDS network to host a greater DG generation capacity (i.e. 48.45 MW without the 
VESS to 60.25 MW with the VESS) was not affected since all busbars voltages were 
controlled to remain within limits. 
 
Fig. 5.10 UKGDS busbar voltages without the VESS (base case) in the first test period (a spring day). 
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Fig. 5.11 The response from different VESS components in the first test period (a spring day). 
 
Fig. 5.12 UKGDS busbar voltages with the VESS in the first test period (a spring day). 
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Fig. 5.13 The distribution of the UKGDS busbars voltages in the first test period (a spring day). 
Figure 5.14 shows the state of charge of the battery energy storage system in the 
first test period. Succeeding an active power absorption from the network, the State of 
Charge (SoC) control of the battery energy storage system (ESS) restored the SoC value 
into the midpoint area (i.e. 50%±10%). 
 
Fig. 5.14 The state of charge of the energy storage system. 
2) Second test period (a winter week) 
Figure 5.15 shows the total load, wind and solar generations for this time interval. A 
high wind generation and a high demand consumption compared with the rest of the year 
characterise this test period. The high wind generation and the low demand in two 
different half hours led to voltage violations (Fig. 5.16). Figure 5.17 shows the voltage of 
the UKGDS busbars with the VESS, all voltage violations were eliminated and all busbars 
with very high voltages were reduced to the permissible voltage limit. Figure 5.18 shows 
the response from different VESS components. The number of actions of the OLTC 
transformer and the VR with the voltage control scheme of the VESS decreased compared 
with the base case. 
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Fig. 5.15 The load, the wind and the solar generation in the second test period (winter week). 
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Fig. 5.16 UKGDS busbar voltages without the VESS (base case) in the second test period (winter week). 
 
Fig. 5.17 UKGDS busbar voltages with the VESS in the second test period (winter week). 
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Fig. 5.18 the response from different VESS components in the second test period (winter week). 
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       Figure 5.19 shows the distribution of busbars voltages with respect to voltage over 
this winter week. The number of samples is 5040 (i.e. 15 busbars over 336-time intervals). 
 
Fig. 5.19 The distribution of the UKGDS busbar voltages in the second test period (winter week). 
3) Third test period (a summer week) 
       Figure 5.20 shows the total load, the wind and the solar generation for this test period. 
A high solar generation and a low demand consumption compared with the rest of the 
year characterise this test period. As shown in Fig. 5.21, the high wind and the solar 
generation with a low demand led to voltage violations in two busbars. Figure 5.22 shows 
the voltage of the busbars of UKGDS with the VESS, where all voltage violations were 
eliminated, and Fig. 5.23 shows the response from different VESS components. Figure 
5.24 shows the distribution of busbars voltages with respect to voltage over this week. 
The number of samples is 5040 (i.e. 15 busbars over 336-time intervals). 
       The number of tap changes of the VR with the voltage control scheme of the VESS 
increased slightly during the summer week compared with the base case, due to the 
increase in voltage variations with the voltage control scheme. An equivalent capacity of 
loads (i.e. 30% of the total load) in the base case was replaced by bitumen tanks for 
demand response in the VESS. Therefore, the response of bitumen tanks combined with 
the low demand (i.e. summer week demand) from the remaining loads (i.e. non-flexible 
loads) led to a higher total load variation than the base case. This higher total load 
variation triggered slightly different voltage variations than the base case, which caused 
the slightly more numbers of tap changing actions.  
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Fig. 5.20 The load, the wind and the solar generation in the third test period (summer week).  
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Fig. 5.21 UKGDS busbar voltages without the VESS (base case) in the third test period (summer week). 
 
Fig. 5.22 UKGDS busbar voltages with the VESS the third test period (summer week). 
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Fig. 5.23 The response from different VESS components in third test period (summer week). 
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Fig. 5.24 The distribution of the UKGDS busbar voltages in the third test period (summer week). 
4) Fourth test period (an autumn week) 
       Figure 5.25 shows the total load, the wind and the solar generation for this time 
interval. A High wind and solar generation and a medium demand consumption compared 
with winter and summer weeks characterise this test period. 
       A high wind generation and a low demand in an early morning hour led to a voltage 
violation (Fig. 5.26). Figure 5.27 shows the voltage of the UKGDS busbars with the 
VESS, where all voltage violations were eliminated, and Fig. 5.28 shows the response 
from different VESS components. The response from the flexible loads (i.e. bitumen 
tanks) was sufficient to mitigate high voltage deviations and the early morning hour 
voltage violation, no energy storage system actions told place. 
       Figure 5.29 shows the distribution of busbar voltages with respect to voltage over 
this winter week. In Fig. 5.29, the number of samples is 5040 (i.e. 15 busbars over 336-
time intervals). Figure 5.29 Indicates a noticeable improvement in the voltage profile with 
the control scheme of the VESS than the base case. 
       Similar to the spring day and the winter week test periods, the number of actions of 
the VR with the voltage control scheme of the VESS decreased compared with the base 
case.  
       In summary, the voltage control scheme of the VESS reduces the OLTC transformer 
and the VR actions in all cases except the number of VR tap changes in the summer week 
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as listed in Table 5.11. Hence the voltage control scheme of the VESS reduces 
transformers maintenance requirements. Moreover, the reactive power of the battery 
energy storage system was sufficient to counteract voltage violations caused by the high 
DG output and the limited demand response most of the time in the tested periods. 
TABLE 5.11 THE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE VOLTAGE CONTROL SCHEME 
OF A VESS  
Test period Performance Indicator No VESS With VESS 
Spring Day  
First period 
No. of voltage violation 44 0 
No. of VR tap changes 32 21 
No. of OLTC tap changes 0 0 
Winter Week 
Second period 
No. of voltage violation 7 0 
No. of VR tap changes 191 162 
No. of OLTC tap changes 4 0 
Summer Week 
Third period 
No. of voltage violation 2 0 
No. of VR tap changes 79 83 
No. of OLTC tap changes 0 0 
Autumn week  
Case Four 
No. of voltage violation  2 0 
No. of VR tap changes 101 72 
No. of OLTC tap changes 0 0 
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Fig. 5.25 The load, the wind and the solar generation in the fourth test period (autumn week).  
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Fig. 5.26 UKGDS busbar voltages without the VESS (base case) in the fourth test period (autumn week). 
 
Fig. 5.27 UKGDS busbar voltages with the VESS in the fourth test period (autumn week). 
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Fig. 5.28 The response from different VESS components in the fourth test period (autumn week).
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Fig. 5.29 The distribution of the UKGDS busbar voltages in the fourth test period (autumn week). 
       Figure 5.30 shows the apparent power flowed through the substation of UKGDS with 
and without the VESS in the first test period. The voltage control scheme of the VESS 
uses mainly active power, which is obtained by altering the demand response units’ power 
consumption, to mitigate the voltage violation problem. As a result, the maximum power 
flowed through the substation (i.e. 37.6 MVA) was less than the network firm connection 
capacity of 37.7 MVA. Accordingly, this can prevent the reinforcements of adding a third 
33 MVA transformer and a feeder to the substation. Whereas in the base case, the power 
flow exceeded (41.9 MVA) the network firm connection. 
 
Fig. 5.30 The power flowed through the substation of the UKGDS in the first test period (spring day). 
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5.4. The economic evaluation  
The economic evaluation of the voltage control scheme of the VESS is roughly 
estimated. The estimation is based on comparing the capital cost of the VESS with the 
reinforcement cost of the UKGDS. 
Table 5.12 shows the estimated investment costs of the VESS and the 
reinforcement of the UKGDS. The investment costs of the battery energy storage system 
and the substation reinforcement are based on the smarter network storage project [142]. 
In that project, a 6 MW/10 MWh battery energy storage system was installed at the 33 
kV substation to avoid the reinforcement of adding a 33 kV feeder and a 38 MVA 
transformer. The cost of the battery energy storage system was £11.2m and the cost of 
the substation upgrade was £6.2m in 2013 [142]. Based on given costs of that project, the 
approximate cost of the battery energy storage system (i.e. a VESS component) is £1.6m 
and the approximate cost of the network reinforcement is £5.4m. The cost of remote 
monitoring devices of the voltage controller of the battery energy storage system is not 
considered.  The cost of installing voltage controllers on the 245 bitumen tanks is 
approximately £735 [101]. Therefore, the total cost of the VESS is £1.60735m. Which is 
much less than the UKGDS reinforcement cost of £5.4m. 
TABLE 5.12 THE ESTIMATED INVESTMENT COSTS OF THE VESS AND UKGDS 
REINFORCEMENT 
Case Unit Unit price 
Capacity or 
no. of units 
Total price 
Network 
Reinforcement 
Feeder and 
transformer 
£0.163m/1 
MVA [142] 
33 MVA £5.6m 
VESS 
Bitumen tank’s 
controller 
£3 [101] 245 £735 
£1.607m 
Battery energy 
storage system 
£1.12m/1 MWh 
[142] 
1.4 MWh £1.6m 
 
5.5. Summary 
       A voltage control scheme of the VESS was designed. The voltage control scheme 
facilitates the connection of more DG by supporting the voltage control of the distribution 
network. The voltage control of the VESS components were developed and coordinated 
in order to minimise the voltage deviations and limit it to ±6% of the nominal value (i.e. 
1 p.u.). 
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       The voltage control scheme of the VESS coordinates its components and the inherent 
voltage control equipment of the network, which are the OLTC transformer and the VR, 
through assigning their controllers different time delay settings. Consequently, the 
voltage hunting is avoided and a minimum communication is required. 
       The local voltage control of bitumen tanks alters the power consumption of the 
flexible loads in response to the voltage deviations. The voltage control has little impact 
on the primary function of the loads. 
       The voltage control of the battery energy storage system monitors continuously the 
voltage of the most vulnerable busbars with respect to voltage violations. After the 
response from the flexible loads, the voltage controller determines the charging or 
discharging action from the battery energy storage system. The voltage controller uses a 
droop control with a droop setting obtained from voltage sensitivity factors. The battery 
energy storage system voltage control ensures a firm and linear response from the VESS 
against voltage violations. 
       Solar panels (i.e. Photovoltaics (PV)), the VESS and optimally sized wind farms were  
connected to the UKGDS distributed network. Half hourly profiles of DG and loads were 
adopted. A case study was conducted to evaluate the voltage control scheme of the VESS 
over different time periods of the year. The results were compared with a base case. In 
the base case, only the voltage control of the OLTC and the VR transformers were used. 
       Results showed that voltage controllers of bitumen tanks counteract high voltage 
deviations most of the time. When voltage violation sustained, mainly reactive power 
from battery energy storage system was used. The voltage control scheme of the VESS 
made a significant improvement in the UKGDS busbars voltage and reduced tap changing 
actions of the OLTC transformer and the VR compared with the base case. The voltage 
control scheme of the VESS represents an economic, i.e. the cost for setting the VESS is 
one-third the cost of network reinforcement, and a technical solution to accommodate 
more with DG in distribution networks without reinforcement.  
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6. Conclusions and suggestions for further work 
6.1. Conclusions 
       This research investigated the development of a mathematical model for a Virtual 
Energy Storage System (VESS). The VESS coordinates demand response and energy 
storage units, with different physical characteristics, to provide services to the power 
system operator and the distribution network operator. A frequency control scheme of a 
VESS to provide frequency response services to the system operator was developed. A 
voltage control scheme of a VESS to support the voltage control in distribution networks 
to accommodate DG was also developed.  
6.1.1. Modelling the components of a virtual energy storage system 
       Mathematical models of four components of a VESS were developed. Specifically, 
the models of the flywheel energy storage system, the battery energy storage system, the 
domestic refrigerator and the industrial bitumen tank were developed. Models of the 
flywheels and the refrigerators were used to establish the frequency control scheme of the 
VESS described in Chapter 4. Models of the battery and the bitumen tanks were used to 
implement the voltage control scheme of the VESS presented in Chapter 5. 
       An average model and a simplified model of a flywheel energy storage system were 
developed. The average model simulates the unit of flywheel energy storage system 
dynamic performance, while the simplified model facilitates the simulation of a 
population of units with much shorter simulation time. A velocity limiter was added to 
the simplified flywheel model to prevent the model from exceeding velocity limits. 
       A simplified model of a battery energy storage system was designed. A state of 
charge limiter was added to the model to avoid exceeding the state of charge limits.  
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       A model mimicing the thermodynamic behaviour of a refrigerator was developed and 
an internal cavity temperature controller was incorporated into the model. Hence, the 
primary function of refrigerators, i.e. cooling supply, remained intact.  
       A model representing the thermodynamic behaviour of a bitumen tank was developed 
and the internal temperature controller was included in the model. Consequently, the key 
role of bitumen tanks, i.e. heat supply, was maintained. 
       All the models that were developed, i.e. the average and the simplified flywheel, the 
simplified battery, the refrigerator and the bitumen tank models, were validated by 
comparing the simulation results with results of similar equipment from the literature.   
       Simulation results showed that the simplified models of a flywheel and a battery 
energy storage systems reflected the performance of these systems and facilitated grid 
scale studies due to the short simulation time required. The results also showed that, the 
models of a refrigerator and a bitumen tank produced the thermodynamic behaviour of 
these demand response units. 
       Aggregated models, representing a population of units, for each of flywheels, 
batteries, refrigerators and bitumen tanks, i.e. an aggregated model for each of the four 
components of a VESS, were modelled. These models preserve diversity amongst the 
population by randomly initiating the velocity in the population of flywheels, the state of 
charge in the population of batteries, cavity temperature in the population of refrigerators 
and tanks temperature in the population of bitumen tanks.  
       Modelling the components of the VESS assisted in identifying the most suitable 
components for the targeted applications of the VESS. Flywheels, with a long cycle life, 
and refrigerators have short-duration responses hence are suitable to provide frequent 
frequency response services. On the contrary, batteries (i.e. with a moderate cycle life) 
and bitumen tanks have long-duration responses therefore are suitable to provide voltage 
support services. The modelling also helped to indicate the critical parameters to be used 
in the design of control schemes of the VESS. Parameters such as the flywheel velocity 
and the battery state of charge indicate the ability to charge or discharge the energy 
storage system. Also, refrigerators and bitumen tanks temperatures indicate the potential 
to switch ON or OFF the demand response units.  
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6.1.2. The frequency control scheme 
       A frequency control scheme of a VESS to provide high, low and continuous 
frequency response services to the power system was developed. The control scheme, 
which coordinates models of a population of refrigerators and a population of flywheels, 
provides frequency response services similar to using only a population of flywheels with 
a higher capability and lower costs. In the frequency control scheme of the VESS, the 
refrigerators respond to frequency deviations while units of the flywheel energy storage 
system compensate for the uncertainty of the refrigerators response. 
       In addition to the internal temperature controller of the refrigerator, a frequency 
controller was developed and added. The integrated temperature and frequency controller 
maintains the primary function of refrigerators and mitigates the impact of the reduction 
in load diversity amongst the population. 
       A Coordinated Adaptive Droop Control (CADC) for the population of units of 
flywheel energy storage was developed. The CADC strategy reduces the number of units 
to be committed during small frequency deviations while delivering a similar response to 
the Conventional Droop Control (CDC), i.e. where all units are committed. The CADC 
minimises the charging and discharging cycles of each unit of the flywheel energy 
storage, hence prolongs their lifetime.  
       Three case studies were conducted to evaluate the performance of the frequency 
control scheme of the VESS. The VESS aggregated 3.22 million refrigerators and 400 
units of the flywheel energy storage system. The rated power consumption of each of 
these identical refrigerators is 0.1 kW, hence a total rated power consumption of the 
aggregated refrigerators is 322 MW. The power and the energy capacities of each of the 
identical flywheel units are 50 kW and 30 kWh, therefore the total power and energy 
capacities of all units are 20 MW/12 MWh. The VESS can provide a minimum of 60 MW 
as a low-frequency response (if the frequency reached 45.5 Hz or below), since 
refrigerators can provide a minimum power reduction of 40 MW and the flywheels can 
provide 20 MW.  The VESS can also provide a minimum of 180 MW as a high-frequency 
response (if the frequency reached or exceeded 50.5 Hz), because the refrigerators can 
provide a minimum power increase of 160 MW and the flywheels can provide 20 MW. 
The difference between the low and high-frequency response capacities is due to the 
higher availability of the refrigerators to be switched ON, hence giving a larger high-
frequency response. The performance of the VESS was compared to using only 1200 
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units of the flywheel energy storage system (i.e. a total power and energy capacities of 60 
MW/36 MWh), which is 60 MW of high, low and continuous frequency response.  
The VESS was connected to a simplified Great Britain power system model with 20 GW 
demand. The case studies were: 
1) The provision of 60 MW of low-frequency response service, following the loss of 
1.8 GW of generation.  
2) The provision of high-frequency response service, following the loss of 1 GW of 
demand. 
3) The provision of continuous frequency response service. In this case, the VESS 
responded to a historical frequency profile, which has large frequency deviations, 
from the Great Britain power system.  
       Simulation results showed that the VESS delivered 60 MW of low-frequency 
response when the frequency dropped below 45.5 Hz in Case 1, 140 MW of a high-
frequency response when the frequency reached 50.4 Hz in Case 2 and an efficient 
continuous frequency response in Case 3. Consequently, frequency deviations were 
reduced and the increase in the power output of generators, which are connected to the 
power system model, was reduced. The frequency control scheme of the VESS delivered 
frequency response to the power system similar to the frequency-sensitive generators 
response.  
       Based on the results that were obtained, it was concluded that the response from the 
frequency control scheme of the VESS was small in the context of the GB power system, 
therefore the improvement in frequency was insignificant (approximately 0.01 Hz when 
the VESS provided a low-frequency response and 0.05 Hz when the VESS provided a 
high-frequency response). If the frequency control scheme of the VESS implemented in 
other demand response and energy storage units, their contribution to the power system 
frequency control would be substantial. Therefore, a large deployment of the VESS will 
reduce the frequency response requirements from frequency-sensitive generators.  
       An economic evaluation was conducted. Based on that evaluation, the VESS is 
estimated to obtain 50% higher revenues compared with the case that uses only the 
flywheel energy storage system. These revenues are based on providing frequency 
response services to the system operator. 
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6.1.3. The voltage control scheme 
       A voltage control scheme of a VESS was designed. The control scheme coordinates 
models of bitumen tanks and a battery energy storage system to enhance the voltage 
control of distribution networks to accommodate Distributed Generation (DG). The 
control scheme of the VESS coordinates its components and voltage control equipment 
of the network, which are the On-Load Tap Changing (OLTC) transformer and the 
Voltage Regulator (VR), through setting their controllers different time delays. 
       A voltage controller was developed and added to the inherent temperature controller 
of the bitumen tank. The integrated temperature and voltage controller respond to voltage 
deviations without undermining the bitumen tanks primary function of heat supply. 
       A voltage controller for the battery energy storage system was designed. The 
controller continuously monitors the most vulnerable busbars with respect to voltage 
violations. When a voltage deviation takes place, voltage controllers of bitumen tanks 
respond. If the voltage violation persists, the voltage controller of the battery energy 
storage system responds to the voltage violation. The battery energy storage system 
responds by the active and the reactive powers exchange where the reactive power is 
prioritised. This response is determined using a droop control with a droop setting 
obtained from voltage sensitivity factors.  
       A case study was undertaken to evaluate the voltage control scheme. The VESS 
aggregated 245 bitumen tanks (i.e. 9.8 MW) and a 2.3 MW/1.4 MWh battery energy 
storage system to increase the DG accommodated by the distribution network from 48.45 
MW to 60.25 MW. Bitumen tanks were connected to 11 of 14 busbars of the network and 
a single battery energy storage system was located at busbar 5 based on voltage 
sensitively factors. Solar panels were connected to 11 of 14 busbars of the network with 
aggregated rated capacity of 6.55 MW, while 5 wind farms were connected to the end of 
5 different feeders and their sizes were optimally found using a Genetic Algorithm.   
       The control scheme performance was assessed against a base case over four test 
periods of the year, i.e. a summer week, a winter week, an autumn week and a spring day. 
In the base case, only the OLTC transformer and the VR were used to control the network 
voltage. In the base case, voltage violations occurred, i.e. voltage exceeded the ±6% of 
nominal value, and the number of tap changing of the OLTC transformer and the VR 
increased in all test periods with the increase of DG penetration. 
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Chapter Six Conclusions and suggestions for further work 
       Results showed that the voltage control scheme of the VESS eliminated all voltage 
violations and reduced the required number of the OLTC and the VR transformers actions 
by approximately 30%, hence extends the transformers life.  
       An economic evaluation was conducted. Based on this evaluation and simulation 
results, the voltage control scheme of the VESS represents an economic and a technical 
alternative to substation upgrade to cope with the increasing number of the DG connected 
to distribution networks. 
       The following conclusions were drawn, voltage violations occurred due to 
coincidences of high DG and low demand. The voltage control scheme of the VESS 
manipulated demand levels and therefore voltage violations were reduced or eliminated. 
Introducing more DG into the UKGDS network led to increasing tap changes of the 
OLTC transformer and the voltage regulator. For instance, the number of tap actions of 
the voltage regulator at busbar 9 rose from 51 to 101, when the voltage control scheme of 
the VESS introduced it fell to 72. 
       The results of this thesis assist policy makers to support the transmission and 
distribution system operators adopting the VESS. Thus, improves the power system 
efficiency, maintains its high reliability while reduces the dependency on partly loaded 
fossil fuel generators which cause high carbon emissions. 
6.2.Suggestions for further work  
A. An integrated control scheme of the VESS   
       The frequency control and the voltage control schemes of a VESS were developed in 
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5; it is proposed to combine these two control schemes into a single 
integrated control scheme. This control scheme would allow the VESS to provide voltage 
support service to the distribution network operator during small frequency deviations 
and deliver frequency response services to the power system operator during larger 
frequency deviations. The control scheme simultaneously facilitates an efficient 
integration of distributed energy resources into the power system while considering 
reserve and security requirements. Consequently, this control scheme optimises the VESS 
revenues from different sectors.   
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Chapter Six Conclusions and suggestions for further work 
B. A control scheme of the VESS for the Microgrid operation 
       A voltage control scheme of the VESS applied to the distribution network was 
designed in Chapter 5; a similar control scheme can be developed and coordinated with 
the existing controller of a Microgrid. However, a two-way communication network is 
then required. The proposed control scheme of the VESS includes three objectives 
executed in the following sequence    
1. In a large frequency deviation case, the frequency control scheme of the VESS will 
supports the frequency control of the Microgrid, similarly to the frequency control 
scheme developed in chapter 4. 
2. In a voltage violation case, the voltage control scheme of the VESS will supports 
the voltage control of the Microgrid, which is similar to the voltage control scheme 
developed in chapter 5. 
3. In normal operation, a power smoothing control scheme of the VESS will smooths 
power fluctuations of the intermittent renewable resources at the connection point, 
i.e. the point connecting the Microgrid to the power system. The control scheme 
of the VESS continuously monitors the intermittent renewable resources power 
output to changes its state between charging, discharging and standby modes 
accordingly.    
C. A stochastic unit commitment for optimising the operation of the VESS in 
power system with significant penetration of intermittent renewable resources 
       The stochastic nature of the intermittent renewable resources increases the 
uncertainty in the power system operation. The role of the VESS to maximise the 
absorbed the generation of intermittent renewable resources by the power system without 
compromising its economic operation is yet to be explored.  The uncertainty associated 
with the intermittent resources is a key aspect of the proposed unit commitment algorithm. 
Historical data of the intermittent resources generation and the availability of the elastic 
demand will be utilised. The required spinning reserve from both conventional generators 
and the VESS will be considered. The algorithm will also consider network constraints, 
particularly related to the VESS components connected to distribution networks. 
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Appendix A An average model of a flywheel energy storage system 
A. An average model of a flywheel energy storage system  
As shown in Fig. 3.1, the average model consists of a DC busbar which connects a 
back to back converters and an electrical machine.  
A. Modelling and control of the grid side converter and DC busbar  
       Figure A.1 shows the model of an ideal (average) three-phase converter used [143, 
144] in this research. The ac side is represented by an ideal Voltage Source Converter 
(VSC). The DC side is represented by an ideal current source connected with the DC 
busbar capacitance in parallel.  
S5S3
S2S4 S6
S1
IDCIDC_M
IDC_C
IDCIDC_M
va
vb
vc
va
vb
vc
IDC_C
DCV
DCV
 
Fig. A.1 A model of an average voltage source converter and the DC busbar. 
       Neglecting converter losses, the active power on both sides are equal [143]: 
𝑃𝐷𝐶 = 𝑃𝑎𝑐                                                     (A.1) 
𝑃𝐷𝐶 = 𝑉𝐷𝐶×𝐼𝐷𝐶                                                 (A.2) 
𝑃𝑎𝑐 = 𝑣𝑎×𝑖𝑎 + 𝑣𝑏×𝑖𝑏 + 𝑣𝑐×𝑖𝑐                                  (A.3) 
where 
PDC, Pac: DC side and ac side powers of the converter (W). 
VDC, IDC: Voltage and current of the converter DC side (V, A). 
IDC_M : Current flow to the other side of the DC bausbar (i.e. to the machine side) (A). 
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IDC_C: Current follows through the DC busbar capacitor (A). 
va,b,c, ia,b,c: Instantaneous voltages and currents of the converter ac side (V, A).    
       Figure A.2 shows the grid side converter control scheme. The control scheme 
consists of a phase-locked loop, current controllers and a DC voltage controller. 
Phase-
locked loop
DC busbar
Park 
trans.
DC voltage 
controller
Current 
controllers
Inverse 
Park trans.
Grid side 
converter control
VDC
ia,b,c
va,b,cvq,d,0
*
va,b,c
*
iq,d,0
*
vq,d,0
VDC
*
ϴ 
ϴ 
 
Fig. A.2 The control scheme of the grid side converter. 
       To simplify the converter control design, a frame of two rotating phases was adopted. 
Using Park transformation, the three stationary phases (i.e. abc) are resolved into two 
rotating phases; quadratic (q) and 90º lag direct (d) phases.  
1) Park transformation  
       The three-phase currents in the stationary frame are [131] 
𝑖𝑎 = 𝑖𝑠× sin(𝜔𝑡)                                          (A.4.a) 
𝑖𝑏 = 𝑖𝑠× sin (𝜔𝑡 −
2𝜋
3
)                                   (A.5.b) 
𝑖𝑐 = 𝑖𝑠× sin (𝜔𝑡 +
2𝜋
3
)                                   (A.6.c) 
      where is is the peak current (A) and ω is the synchronous velocity (rad/sec). 
      The Park transformation is  
[
𝑞
𝑑
0
] = 𝐾 [
𝑎
𝑏
𝑐
]                                               (A.7) 
𝐾 =
2
3
[
cos(𝜃) cos(𝜃 −
2
3
𝜋) cos(𝜃 +
2
3𝜋
)
sin(𝜃) sin (𝜃 −
2
3𝜋
) sin (𝜃 +
2
3𝜋
)
1/2 1/2 1/2
]                      (A.8) 
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where K is the Park transformation matrix and θ is the angle between the quadratic phase 
and phase a.  
       Then the two-phase currents in the rotating frame are: 
𝑖𝑞 =
2
3
[𝑖𝑠× sin(𝜔𝑡) × cos(θ) + 𝑖𝑠× sin (𝜔𝑡 −
2𝜋
3
) × cos (θ −
2𝜋
3
)
+ 𝑖𝑠× sin (𝜔𝑡 +
2𝜋
3
) × cos (θ +
2𝜋
3
)] 
𝑖𝑑 =
2
3
[𝑖𝑠× sin(𝜔𝑡) × sin(θ) + 𝑖𝑠× sin (𝜔𝑡 −
2𝜋
3
) × sin (θ −
2𝜋
3
)
+ 𝑖𝑠× sin (𝜔𝑡 +
2𝜋
3
) × sin (θ +
2𝜋
3
)] 
𝑖0 =
2
3
[𝑖𝑠× sin(𝜔𝑡) ×
1
2
+ 𝑖𝑠× sin (𝜔𝑡 −
2𝜋
3
) ×
1
2
+ 𝑖𝑠× sin (𝜔𝑡 +
2𝜋
3
) ×
1
2
] 
𝑖𝑞 = 𝑖𝑠× cos(𝜔𝑡 − 𝜃)                                      (A.9.a) 
𝑖𝑑 = −𝑖𝑠× sin(𝜔𝑡 − 𝛳)                                   (A.9.b) 
𝑖0 =
1
3
(𝑖𝑎 + 𝑖𝑏 + 𝑖𝑐)                                        (A.9.c) 
       In the presence of a balanced three-wire system operation, the third set of variables 
(0-component) should be zero as well.  
𝑖𝑎 + 𝑖𝑏 + 𝑖𝑐 = 0                                         (A.10)  
2) Phase-Locked Loop   
       The Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) determines the angular velocity and the angle θ of 
the grid, hence synchronises the three-phase frame variables of the converter with the grid 
three-phase frame variables. The two-phase voltages in the rotating frame are [143]: 
𝑣𝑑 = 𝑣𝑠× sin(𝜔𝑡 − 𝜌)                                 (A.11.a) 
𝑣𝑞 = 𝑣𝑠× cos(𝜔𝑡 − 𝜌)                                 (A.11.b) 
where vd,q are the direct and quadratic voltages, vs is the pack voltage, ω is the 
synchronous velocity and ρ is the three-phase stationary frame rotate angle. 
       The phase-locked loop dynamically synchronises the two-phase rotating frame 
(A.11) of the converter to the grid three-phase stationary frame by setting direct axis 
voltage vd to zero (i.e. ρ=ωt) [143]. 
       Figure A.3 shows the three-phase phase-locked loop control scheme. The direct axis 
voltage vd which was obtained by the Park transformation is filtered by a PI controller. 
The output of the PI controller corresponds to the angular velocity ω and the integration 
of the angular velocity signal corresponds to the grid angle θ.  
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vzd
*
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vb vcva
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1
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Fig. A.3 The phase-locked loop control. 
       The PI controller consists of a time constant (τPLL) and a controller coefficient Kp. 
𝐾𝑃𝐿𝐿 = 𝐾𝑝×(
1
𝜏𝑃𝐿𝐿
+𝑠
𝑠
)                                                (A.7) 
       The PI coefficients were tuned to values of Kp=10 and τPLL=0.01 s. 
3) Current loop controllers of the grid-side converter 
       Figure A.4 shows the model of the ac side of the grid side converter connected to the 
grid. The two sets of ideal voltage sources are connected through an inductance and a 
resistance (i.e. RL filter).  
llrl
llrl
llrl
0
0
GridConverter (ac side)
val
vbl
vcl
vaz
vbz
vcz
 
Fig. A.4 A model of the ac side of the converter connected to the grid. 
       The voltage equations for the converter ac side in the three-phase stationary frame 
are [144]: 
[
𝑣𝑎𝑧
𝑣𝑏𝑧
𝑣𝑐𝑧
] − [
𝑣𝑎𝑙
𝑣𝑏𝑙
𝑣𝑐𝑙
] − (𝑣0𝑙 − 𝑣0𝑧) [
1
1
1
] = [
𝑟𝑙 0 0
0 𝑟𝑙 0
0 0 𝑟𝑙
] [
𝑖𝑎
𝑖𝑏
𝑖𝑐
] + [
𝑙𝑙 0 0
0 𝑙𝑙 0
0 0 𝑙𝑙
]
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
[
𝑖𝑎
𝑖𝑏
𝑖𝑐
] (A.8) 
where vza, vzb and vzc are the three-phase instantaneous grid voltages (V), vla, vlb and vlc 
are the three-phase instantaneous converter voltages (V) in the three-phase frame, ia, ib 
and ic are the three-phase instantaneous currents (A) in the three-phase frame, rl is the 
inductance equivalent resistance (Ω), and ll is the inductance value (H) of the RL filter.  
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       In three wire balanced systems, the zero-sequence current and voltages are equal 
zero. Therefore, (A.8) can be rewritten in the two rotating phases frame as follows [144, 
145]: 
[
𝑣𝑧𝑞
𝑣𝑧𝑑
] − [
𝑣𝑙𝑞
𝑣𝑙𝑑
] = [
𝑟𝑙 −𝑙𝑙𝑤𝑒
𝑙𝑙𝜔𝑒 𝑟𝑙
] [
𝑖𝑞
𝑖𝑑
] + [
𝑙𝑙 0
0 𝑙𝑙
]
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
[
𝑖𝑞
𝑖𝑑
]              (A.9) 
where vzq ,vzd, vlq vld are the grid and the converter two rotating phases frame voltages (V), 
iq and id are two rotating phases frame currents (A) and ωe is the electrical angular velocity 
(rad/s). 
       Equation (A.9) can be rewritten to obtain decoupled linear systems as follows [144]: 
𝑣𝑧𝑞 = 𝑣𝑙𝑞 + 𝑣𝑙𝑞
^ − 𝑙𝑙×𝜔𝑒×𝑖𝑙𝑑                              (A.10.a) 
𝑣𝑧𝑑 = 𝑣𝑙𝑑 + 𝑣𝑙𝑑
^ + 𝑙𝑙×𝜔𝑒×𝑖𝑙𝑞                              (A.10.b)                                                         
where vlq^ and vld^ are the decoupled terms [144]:  
[
𝑣𝑙𝑞
^
𝑣𝑙𝑑
^
] = [
𝑟𝑙 0
0 𝑟𝑙
] [
𝑖𝑞
𝑖𝑑
] + [
𝑙𝑙 0
0 𝑙𝑙
]
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
[
𝑖𝑞
𝑖𝑑
]                      (A.11) 
       Referring to (A.11) the relationship between the voltage and the current of the current 
loop controllers is derived in Laplace domain as  
𝐺𝑞,𝑑(𝑠) =
𝑖𝑞(𝑠)
𝑣𝑙𝑞^
=
𝑖𝑑(𝑠)
𝑣𝑙𝑑^
=
1
𝑙𝑙×𝑠+𝑟𝑙
                           (A.12) 
where Gq,d (s) represents linear systems. PI controllers (Cq,d(s)) are proposed to control 
the currents   
𝐶𝑞(𝑠) = 𝐶𝑑(𝑠) =
𝐾𝑝×𝑠+𝐾𝑖
𝑠
                               (A.13) 
Figure A.5 shows the converter current loop controllers. The direct voltage reference 
value vdz
* is set to zero by the phase-locked loop.  
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Fig. A.5 Grid converters current loop controllers.  
Figure A.6 illustrates the quadratic and the direct currents loops. The internal 
model control technique is used to calculate the proportional and the integral coefficients 
of the PI controller [144]. This technique depends on the exact cancellation of the system 
pole by inserting a controller zero. The resultant system (M(s)) would have a first order 
transfer function.   
-+
C(s) G(s)
iq,d
* iq,d
M (s) 
vq,d
^
 
Fig. A.6 The grid side q,d current loops. 
       The proportional and the integral coefficients (i.e. Kp, Ki) of the PI controllers were 
computed based on (A.12), (A.13) and M(s) as follows [144] 
𝑀(𝑠) =
1
1+𝜏×𝑠
                                             (A.14) 
𝑀(𝑠) =
𝐶(𝑠)×𝐺(𝑠)
1+𝑐(𝑠)×𝐺(𝑠)
  ⟹ 𝐶(𝑠)×𝐺(𝑠) =
𝑀(𝑠)
1−𝑀(𝑠)
      
∴  𝐾𝑝 =
𝑙𝑙
𝜏
 , 𝐾𝑖 =
𝑟𝑙
𝜏
                                        (A.15)                                                                                            
where τ (s) is the closed-loop time constant of the electrical system. This constant must 
be chosen considering the converter physical restrictions, it was set to 0.001 second.  
       The active and the reactive powers (i.e. Pac, Qac) of the converter ac side in the two-
phase rotating frame are [143] 
 𝑃𝑎𝑐 =
3
2⁄ [𝑣𝑞𝑧×𝑖𝑞 + 𝑣𝑑𝑧×𝑖𝑑]                         (A.16.a) 
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𝑄𝑎𝑐 =
3
2⁄ [𝑣𝑞𝑧×𝑖𝑑 − 𝑣𝑑𝑧×𝑖𝑞]                         (A.16.b) 
       The study aims to control the active power; hence the reactive power is set to zero 
and (vdz=0) using the phase-locked loop, id
*was set to zero. Quadratic current reference 
value iq
* is the output of the DC busbar voltage controller.  
4) DC busbar voltage controller 
       Controlling the DC busbar voltage ensures the power balance between the grid and 
the electrical machine. 
       Using (A.2), (A.16.a) and (vdz=0), the reference quadratic current (iq
*) is 
      𝑖𝑞
∗ =
2
3
×𝑉𝐷𝐶×
𝐼𝐷𝐶
𝑣𝑞𝑧
                                          (A.17) 
       The DC busbar voltage (VDC) can by expressed in terms of its currents as  
𝐼𝐷𝐶 = 𝐼𝐷𝐶_𝐶 − 𝐼𝐷𝐶𝑀                                    (A.18.a) 
𝐼𝐷𝐶_𝐶 = 𝐶×
𝑑𝑉𝐷𝐶
𝑑𝑡
 ⟹  𝑉𝐷𝐶 =
1
𝐶𝑠
(𝐼𝐷𝐶 + 𝐼𝐷𝐶𝑀)                 (A.18.b) 
       When the DC voltage is kept constant, the current follow through the capacitor is 
zero (IDC_C). A PI controller is used to set the reference value of the capacitor current. The 
DC voltage control is shown in Fig. A.7.  
IDC_M vq
iq*2/3PI
VDC
vDC*
VDC
- -+
+
 
Fig. A.7 The DC busbar voltage controller. 
       Figure A.8 illustrates the DC busbar voltage loop diagram. In the presence of a much 
faster current controller loop, its effect on the DC busbar voltage loop is negligible. 
Referring to (A.17), a linear relationship between (iq
*) and (IDC) exists; in turn (A.18.b) 
shows the relationship of the DC voltage to the DC currents. 
Current 
loop
iq
*
iq
-+ Cs
1
Kp+
Ki
s
VDC
* VDC
 
Fig. A.8 The DC busbar voltage control loop. 
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       The closed loop transfer function of the DC busbar voltage controller can be 
computed as  
𝑉𝐷𝐶
𝑉𝐷𝐶
∗ =
(𝐾𝑝+
𝐾𝑖
𝑠
)×(
1
𝐶×𝑠
)
1+(𝐾𝑝+
𝐾𝑖
𝑠
)×(
1
𝐶×𝑠
)
 ⟹  
𝐾𝑝×𝑠
𝐶
+
𝐾𝑖
𝐶
𝑠2+𝑠×
𝐾𝑝
𝐶
+
𝐾𝑖
𝐶
                            (A.19) 
       A typical second order transfer function is  
 
𝑉𝐷𝐶
𝑉𝐷𝐶
∗ =
2×𝑠×𝜉×𝜔𝑒+𝜔𝑒
2
𝑠2+2×𝑠×𝜉×𝜔𝑒+𝜔𝑒2
                                       (A.20) 
where ξ is the system dumping ratio ωe and is the desired angular velocity of the DC 
voltage control loop. 
       Comparing (A. 19) with (A.20) yields  
𝐾𝑖 = 𝐶×𝜔𝑒
2 , 𝐾𝑝 = 2×𝜉×𝜔𝑒                                (A.21)                                                              
       In this study, tuning the damping ratio to 0.98 and the angular velocity 11.309 rad/sec 
achieved the desired results.  
       The grid side converter parameters [146] and controllers’ coefficients are listed in 
Table A.1 below: 
TABLE A.1 PARAMETERS OF THE GRID SIDE CONVERTER, INDUCTOR, 
THE DC BUSBAR AND THE INTERNAL CONTROL COEFFICIENTS  
Parameter  Value 
phase locked-locked controller proportional gain 10 
phase locked-locked time constant (s) 0.01 
Inductor (resistance) (Ω) 0.3 
Inductor (inductance) (mH) 4.6 
DC voltage (V) 650 
DC capacitor (mF) 5 
q,d-axes current controller proportional gain 46 
q,d-axes current controller integral gain 3000 
DC voltage controller proportional gain 0.1108 
DC voltage controller integral gain 0.6396 
 
B. Modelling and control of the electrical machine  
The Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine (PMSM) was modelled. The flywheel 
is modelled as an additional mass added to the rotor mass of the machine. The electrical 
machine is modelled using the stator and the rotor voltage equations in the two rotating 
phases frame [123, 147] 
𝑣𝑞𝑚 = 𝑟𝑠×𝑖𝑞 + 𝐿𝑞×
𝑑𝑖𝑞
𝑑𝑡
+ 𝜔𝑟×𝐿𝑑×𝑖𝑑 + 𝜔𝑟×𝜆𝑚                       (A.22.a) 
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𝑣𝑑𝑚 = 𝑟𝑠×𝑖𝑑 + 𝐿𝑑×
𝑑𝑖𝑑
𝑑𝑡
− 𝜔𝑟×𝐿𝑞×𝑖𝑞                                (A.22.b) 
𝑇𝑒 =
3
2⁄
𝑝
2⁄ [𝜆𝑚×𝑖𝑞 + (𝐿𝑑 − 𝐿𝑞)×𝑖𝑞×𝑖𝑑]                              (A.23) 
 𝑇𝑒 = 𝐽×
𝑑𝜔𝑚
𝑑𝑡
                                                      (A.24) 
where  
vdm ,vqm: Direct and quadratic voltages of the machine (V). 
id, iq: Direct and quadratic currents of the machine (A). 
rs: Stator winding resistance (Ω). 
Ld,Lq: Direct and quadratic inductances of the machine (H). 
ωm,ωr: Mechanical and electrical velocities of the machine (rad/sec). 
λm: The permanent magnets flux (wb). 
Te: Electromagnetic torque developed by the machine (N.m). 
J: Inertia of the machine’s rotor plus the flywheel (kg.m2). 
       Since this study aims to capture the active power exchanged between the machine 
and the grid, only the electrical machine was modelled. The active power of the machine 
was directly fed into the DC busbar as shown in Fig. A.9. The reactive power of the 
machine was set to zero. 
   
Flywheel
PMSG 

VDC
Pm I
DC busbar
 
Fig. A.9 The electrical machine connection to the DC busbar. 
       Figure A.10 shows the electric machine control scheme. The control scheme consists 
of current loop controllers and the active and the reactive powers controller.  
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Flywheel
Currents 
controller 
PMSG
Equations 
(A.23,A.24) 
Pm*,Qm*
vqm,vdm
iq,id
iq,id
iq*,id*
vqm*,vdm*
Power 
control
Machine control
ω
 
Fig. A.10 The electrical machine control scheme. 
1) Current loop controllers of the machine 
       The same procedure and design criteria used in the grid side current loop controllers 
was employed in the machine side current loops controllers. Voltage equations (A.22) 
can be rewritten to obtain decoupled linear systems as follows 
𝑣𝑞𝑚 = 𝑣𝑞𝑚
^ + 𝜔𝑟×𝐿𝑑×𝑖𝑑 + 𝜔𝑟×𝜆𝑚                            (A.25.a) 
𝑣𝑑𝑚 = 𝑣𝑑𝑚
^ − 𝑤𝑟×𝐿𝑞×𝑖𝑞                                     (A.25.b) 
where v^qm
 and v^dm
 are the decoupled terms:  
[
𝑣𝑞𝑚
^
𝑣𝑑𝑚
^
] = [
𝑟𝑠 0
0 𝑟𝑠
] [
𝑖𝑞
𝑖𝑑
] + [
𝐿𝑞 0
0 𝐿𝑑
]
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
[
𝑖𝑞
𝑖𝑑
]                    (A.26) 
       Referring to (A.26) the relationship between the voltage and the current of the current 
loop controllers are  
𝐺𝑞𝑚(𝑠) =
𝑖𝑞(𝑠)
𝑣𝑞𝑚^
=
1
𝐿𝑞×𝑠+𝑟𝑠
                              (A.27.a) 
𝐺𝑑𝑚(𝑠) =
𝑖𝑑(𝑠)
𝑣𝑑𝑚^
=
1
𝐿𝑑×𝑠+𝑟𝑠
                              (A.27.b) 
       A PI controllers (Cqm,dm(s)) were proposed to control the currents   
𝐶𝑞𝑚(𝑠) =
𝐾𝑝𝑞𝑚×𝑠+𝐾𝑖𝑚
𝑠
                                (A.28.a) 
𝐶𝑑𝑚(𝑠) =
𝐾𝑝𝑑𝑚×𝑠+𝐾𝑖𝑚
𝑠
                                (A.28.b) 
where Kpdm, Kpqm, Kim are the proportional and the integral coefficients of the PI 
controllers. 
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       Figure A.11 shows the machine current loop controllers. Current reference values 
iqm
* and idm
* are obtained from the active and the reactive powers controller.  
iq
vdm
Gqm(s)
vqm
iq*
Ld
Gdm(s)id*
ωr 
id
Lq
λm
x
x
+
 
- 
+
 
- 
+
 
- 
+
 +
 
+
  
Fig. A.11 The machine current loop controllers. 
       Figure A.12 shows the machine currents loops diagram. A PI controller (Cqm,dm(s)) 
was used to control the machine Gq,d(s). The internal model control technique was used 
to calculate the proportional and the integral coefficients of the PI controllers [144]. The 
resultant system (N(s)) has a first order transfer function.   
-+
Cqm,dm(s) Gqm,dm(s)
iq,d
* iq,d
Nq,d (s) 
vqm,dm
^
 
Fig. A.12 Currents control loops of the machine. 
       The proportional and the integral coefficients of the PI controllers were obtained from 
(A.27), (A.28) and Nq,d(s) as follows:   
𝑁𝑞,𝑑(𝑠) =
1
1+𝜏×𝑠
                                            (A.29) 
𝑁𝑞,𝑑(𝑠) =
𝐶𝑞𝑚,𝑑𝑚(𝑠)×𝐺𝑞𝑚,𝑑𝑚(𝑠)
1+𝐶𝑞𝑚,𝑑𝑚(𝑠)×𝐺𝑞𝑚,𝑑𝑚(𝑠)
  ⟹ 𝐶𝑞𝑚,𝑑𝑚(𝑠)×𝐺𝑞𝑚,𝑑𝑚(𝑠) =
𝑁𝑞,𝑑(𝑠)
1−𝑁𝑞,𝑑(𝑠)
                
𝐾𝑝𝑞𝑚 =
𝐿𝑞
𝜏
                                            (A.30.a) 
𝐾𝑝𝑑𝑚 =
𝐿𝑑
𝜏
                                            (A.30.b) 
𝐾𝑖𝑚 =
𝑟𝑠
𝜏
                                             (A.30.c)                                                             
where τ is the closed loop time constant. The time constant was set to 0.001 s. 
       The direct and the quadratic currents reference values id
*,iq
* are the output of the 
active and the reactive powers controller.  
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2) Active and reactive powers controller of the machine 
       The electrical machine active and reactive powers controllers were directly derived 
from the active and reactive powers equation. The electrical machine active and reactive 
powers are [123]: 
𝑃𝑚 =
3
2⁄ [𝑣𝑞𝑚×𝑖𝑞 + 𝑣𝑑𝑚×𝑖𝑑]                           (A.31.a) 
𝑄𝑚 =
3
2⁄ [𝑣𝑑𝑚×𝑖𝑞 − 𝑣𝑞𝑚×𝑖𝑑]                           (A.31.b) 
       The direct and quadratic currents reference values can be determined by rewriting 
the set of equations (A.31.a) and (A.31.b) as [123] 
𝑖𝑞
∗ =
2
3
[
𝑃𝑚×𝑣𝑞𝑚+𝑄𝑚×𝑣𝑑𝑚
𝑣𝑞𝑚2+𝑣𝑑𝑚2
]                                  (A.32.a) 
𝑖𝑑
∗ =
2
3
[
𝑃𝑚×𝑣𝑑𝑚−𝑄𝑚×𝑣𝑞𝑚
𝑣𝑞𝑚2+𝑣𝑑𝑚2
]                                  (A.32.b) 
       Figure A.13 shows the active and reactive power controllers of the machine. 
iq*
2/3 id*






 2/3Pm*
Qm*
vdm
vqm
+
-
+
+
+
+
 
Fig. A.13 The active and the reactive powers controllers of the electrical machine. 
       The parameters of the electrical machine model [123] and the control coefficients 
used are listed in Table A.2 below. 
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TABLE A.2 THE MACHINE AND ITS CONTROL LOOPS COEFFICIENTS 
Parameter  Value 
Rated Power (kW) 50 
Energy stored (kWh) 1 
Flux created by the magnets (Wb) 0.0608 
Rotating disc inertia (kg.m2) 0.862 
Frequency range (Hz) 515-1030 
Velocity range (krpm) 15.5-31 
Resistance (L-N) (mΩ) 8 
Inductance on q-axis (μH) 75 
Inductance on d-axis (μH) 68.5 
q-axis current controller proportional gain 0.075 
d-axis current controller proportional gain 0.0685 
q,d-axes current controller integral gain 8 
 
      The machine model has an energy density of 1 kWh and a rated power of 50 kW (i.e. 
50 kW for approximately one minute). While the grid side converter model has a rated 
power of 7.5 kW. Consequently, the machine power output was limited to 1.6 kW (i.e. 
1.6 kW for approximately 35 minutes). The model power output to the grid was scaled 
up to 50 kW (i.e. by multiplying it by a factor of 31.25) to replicate the commercial 
flywheel energy storage system in [55].  
 
 
 
 
